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MIXING MORTAR FOR BRICKLAYING

Nt

Goal:
The student will be able to mix mortar

to a proper consistency for different

types of construction.

.

Performance Indicators:
The student will mix mortar and Will

complete a Self and Post Assessment

and a Job Sheet.
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a

Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off as

you complete it.

1. Read. the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn tv- studying the module, and how

you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the mod',

is-an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study th' Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a good

understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary, ask

your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. __ __ Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Msessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be he;pful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

( 3 G
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Introduction

Mixi,ig mortar to the proper consistency is important for the ease and the speed

the bricklayer needs to work. Mortar that is too dry tends to separate, making

it difficult to spread. Mortar that is mixed too wet has a tendency to 'slide

offthe trowel instead of'sticking to it. If too much sand is added, the mortar

will not stick, and too much lime and cement will cause it to be too sticky.

Properly mixed mortar will help the bricklayer to keep up production and keep

work clean and neat.

4
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

nformation

The first known mortar was nothing nore than just 'a paste of mud. About

3200 B.C., Egyptian bricklayers added sand to make it stronger. Still tt had

real strength-. Bricklayers relied mostly on the weight of the walls to hold'

the bricks in place. Later on,' about 200 B.C., cement was discovered by the

ns, moderniz2ng the bricklaying industry. * .

Most mortar is made up of four ingredients:

I. cement.

2. lime.

3. sand.

4. water.

Cement gives the mortar its strength., Cement is made up of five elements:

a powder of alumina, silica, lime, tron'oxide and magnesia. They are burned

together in a kiln and finely pulverized.

Cement commonly-used for bricklaying is Portland cement. It gets its name from

Portland, England, where the process for making it began.

Lime is the second ingredient, made up of calcium oxide, often together with

magnesia, wn1th is obtained by pulverizing limestone. Lime is the ingredient

that holds the other ingredients together and makes it workabe. Care should be

taken in adding lime to the mixture because the more lime that is added, the

less strength the mortar will have.

The third ingredient is sand. Hardened mortar is approximately 75 percent

sand. However, sand.has no cementing value. Its main purpose is as a mortar

filler. Sand also prevents the mortar from shrinking.

6
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Last, but not least, is the water. Water is the ingredient that combines

allingredients into what it' called mortar. Water must be clean.
_

A good -rule of thumb is any water that is clean enough for drinking Is clean

enough-for mortar. There is no see/amount for water to be used. Experience

in mixing and working with mortar will help you judge how much water to add.

Too little water will make mortar dry, hard to spread, and create a weak bond,

- because the units that are to be laid will absorb even more water out of it

and not allow it to cure slowly aryl evenly.

Too much water will make mortar'soupy and hard to handle. Wet or soupy mortar

will shrink as the water evaporates, causing it to crack.

Different types of mortar

There are 5 different types of mortar. The architect will decide the type of

mortar to be used, after considering the type of structure to be built. The five

different types are:*

Type M

This type of mortar has the greatest strength of the five. It is used mainly

for masonry that is built below grade. It is also recommended for general use.

Type S s,

This is a pretty high strength mortar which is most often used in reinforced

masonry and in non-re'nforced masonry where flexible strength is required.

Type N

Type N is a medium strength mortar, that is used above grade in masonry that

is exposed to severe w2atheri.

Type 0

This is a medium-to-low-strength mortar that is generally used for non-bearing

walls. This type should notbe used when freezing will occur.

Type K

This type of mortar and other sand mortars are not used much and only on

unimportant work, such as interior walls, which are not load-bearing.

7 iO



A comparison of the strength of these mortars is4giNien below:
t

Mortar Type

Average Comprestive Strength.
..at 28 Days.

Pounds per Square Inch

2500

1800-

N 750

0 :550

44. K 75

4-

The National Building Code has classified the types of mortar according to

where they should be used in a -structure.

Types of Mortar for Classes of Masonry

Kind of Masonry
Type of Mortar

Required

Fouridations:
Footings M or S
Walls of solid units M, S, or N
Walls of hollow units, hollow

walls M or S
Masonry- other than foundation

masonry:
Piers of solid masonry M, S, or N
Piers of hollow units M or S
Walls of solid masonry M, S, N, or 0
Walls of solid masonry, other

than parapet walls or rubble
stone walls, not less than 12;
thick nor more than 35' in
height, supported laterally at
intervals, not exceeding 12
times the wall thickness . . M, S, N, 0, or K

Walls of hollow units, loadbear-
ing or exterior, and hollow
walls 12" or more in thick-
ness . M, S, or N

Hollow walls, less than 12" thick
where assumed design wind
pressure:
(a) exceeds 20 lb per sq ft .. M or S
(b) does not exceed 20 lb per

sq ft . M,S,orN
Non-bearing pirtifions or fire-

proofing composed of struc-
tural clay tile or concrete ma-
sonry units M, S, N, 0, or gypsum

Gypsum partition ile or block.. Gypsum
Firebrick . . . Refractdry dir setting

mortar
Linings of existing masonry .. .M or S

8 All other masonry, including fire
walls . . 4 M, S, or N-jt

Yr



Only type M and r, can be used in footings andcfoundations where it wifl be

exposed to ground, stress and freezing..

Steps in Mixing Mortar

Mortar tan be mixed by hand Jr by machine. Mixing,* hand involves:

1., Placing the ingredients in a mortar box.

2. Using a mortar hoe, mix without water until ingredients are thoroughly

combined.

3. Add water, and mix to the desired consistency'

Mixing by hand is a lot work and takes a lot of time.

' Machine mixing is much easier and faster. 'Mixing by machine also insures a

complptely mixed batch.

No matter which method is used, there are four general steps which are tole

followed:

1. -Select the mortar.

2. Measure the ingredients.

3. Mix,the ingredients.
4

4. Test to insure proper mix'.ure:
.

Mortar selection is specified by the architect-along with other building

materials.

Measuring Ingredients

Once the type of mortar has been specified, the ingredients for that type of

mortar must be measured. Mor1ar ingredients are meAsuredlby volume.

The basic unit of measure i, one cubit foot. Cement and lime 'a padkag,

so that one bag equals one cubic foot. M bag of portland ceMent weights 94 lbs.,
.

equalling one cubic foot, and 4 bag of lime weighs 50 lbs., equalling one 'cubic*

foot. One cubic foot of dry sand weighs about 85 lbs.

When mixing the batch cf mortar, sand should be measu ed by shovelfulls.

This is done by counting how many shovelfulls it takes to fill a cubic-foot

measuring box.

9
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The amount of water required to mix mortar to the proper consistency depenos on

,the richness of the mix desired, how soon the mortar will be used, and the temp-

erature of the area: When working in hotter temperatures, the water will evapo-

rate faster than when working in cooler temperatures. In all cases, the water

should be clean enough to'drink. Any imourities or dirt in the water might

weaken or discolor the mortar. The amount of mortar produced by a batch will

be about equal to the amount of sand used. The reason is that the cement, lime

and water in the mortar-milix will fill the spaces already present between ths

grains of sand. The follOwing tattle gives the ratios Of cement, lime and sand

for the types of mortar commonly used in masobry.

MORTAR PROPORTIONS BY VOLUME

Portland Cement-Lime Mortars

Portland
Type Cement

Hydrated Lime
0, Lime Putty Sand

M 1

S 1

N 1

0

3

4i

I* 6

2 9

Masonry Cement Mortars

Type
Portland

Cement
Masonry Cement

Type II Sand

M 1 1 6

S 1 41

N 1 3

1 3

Mixing Mortar B,_ Hand

I. Spread half the sand to be used into the tub.

2. Spread the required amount of lime over the top of the sand.

3. Sprebd the required amount of cement over the lime.

4. Spread the remaining half of the sand over the Cement.

4i
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0 5. Turn the dry ingredients over with the hoe until they are thoroughly

and completely mixed.

6. Pull all the mixture to one end of the tub (mortar box).

' Add tht water to the empty end of the tub and mix. ingredients into it.

8. Continue adding water this way until the right consistency is obtained.

9. Push and pull the hoe through the mixture to thoroughly mix the ingredients.

Mixing Mortar By Machine

The amount of mortar mixed in a mechanical mixer will depend on the size of

the mixer. You may have to divides the ingredients into smaller quantities so

you don't over load the mixer. The following steps should be followed when

mixing mortar by machine.

1. Turn or start mixer and close engine cover.

2. Add 1/2 to 3/4 of water that will be neeJed.

3. Add 1/2 the sand required.

4. Add required amount-of lime. (Lime should be added slowly to prevent

it from lumping up.)

S. Slowly add cement.

6. Add remaining sand.

7. Carefully add remaining water until desired consistency is reached.

8. L3ntinue mixing for at least 3 to 5 minutes after all ingredients

have been added.

9. In some instances, mortar-mix is used instead of cement and lime. If

so, mix according to directions on bag.

Testing the Mortar

1. After mortar is made, one of the first checks is to make sure all

ingredients have been added.

2. Too much sand is the most common problem in mortar. If too much sagd

is added, the mortar is harsh (rough, too sandy, and unworkable. This

is known as lean mortar.

3. Too little sand, or fat mortar, has a sticky, consistency and will stick

to the hoe, trowel or shovel.

4. The mortar should be like mud without streaks: .The mortar must stay on

the trowel, being easy to pick up, but it must also slide off without

sticking so it will be easy to spread. Being soft enough to spread,

it must be firm enough to support the brick or block unit's weight and

noc smear on the wall.

wi1
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ssEssmEnt

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE ANSWERS. SELECT

THE ANSWER WHICH ANSWERS THE QUESTION CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Who discovered cement?

a. Chinese

b, Egyptians

c. Romans

d. Russians

2. How many properties make up cement?

a. 8

b. 4

c. 15

d. 5

3. Which ingredient doesnotbelong?

a. ce;ient

b. water

c. pumice

d. sand

4. What type of mortar is recommended for general use?

a. Type K

b. Type 0

c. Type M

12
0



ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

5. What is the advantage of machine mixing over hand mixing?

6. The basic unit of measure for mortar is cubic yards. True or Falser.

7. Too much sand cause mortar to be harsh and unworkable. True or False.

13
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Self Assessment
Answers

C.,

1. C

2. D

3. C

4. C

5. Less work, faster process, thoroughly mixed mortar.

6. False--Basic measurement is cubic feet.

7. True.

14
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Job MEI

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Materials and Toots

one cubic foot measuring box.

shovel

machine mixer or mortar box and hoe

cement

lime

sand

water

Following the steps outlined in the Information section, mix a batch of type M

mortar to proper consistency.

VIP 15
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Pest
Assessment

.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

1. Where did Portland cement originate?

r

2. Approximately what percentage of hardened mortar is sand?

3. What two types of mortar can be used in footings and foundations?

4. Who selects the mortar to be used?

5. How much does a cubic foot of cement weigh?

6. 1lhat is the most common defect or problem in mortar?

7. What causes mortar to crack?

16
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°Instructor
Pcst As3essment 1-inswers

1. Portland, England

2. 75%

3. Types M and S

4. The architect

5. 94 lbs.

6. Too much sand

7. Water evaporating from mortar which has been mixed too wet.

1 7
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APPLYING MORTAR

Goal:

The student will be able to apply mortar

skillfully to different types of masonry

units.

18

Performance Indicators:
The student will practice applying mortar

and will complete a Self Assessment a Job

Sheet and a Post Assessment.
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Study Gv!clE

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1.

2.

Read the Goa' and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

4.

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings. *Er

Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

Oen you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare yo- ur

answers with-the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page'following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

19
22
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Introduction
4

Mr

Applying mortar skillfully is necessary in bricklaying. Applying it includes

loading the trowel with mortar, spreading the mortar to the joint surface and

cutting off excess mortar without'chipping or defacing the surface of the units.
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4

VocobulaN
11.

Trade terms are very important for a good understandinC of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

COURSE--A layer of brickor block.

UNIT--One brick or one block.

VOIDS--A hole or empty spot.

FLUSH- -Edge .to edge.

BOND--To join and hold together, lapping of brick or blocks in the wall.

21
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Supplementary
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Itiformation

TOOLS

Several tools may be used in applying mortar. The trowel is the main tool,'but

others are also used. For exafiple;.a mortar board (or mortar pan) is used at

the ttation of lch bricklayer. The line is used as a guide to keep the brick

in a straight row. The level is used to'keep the corners straight from where

the line is stretched.

The trowel is used as an extension "f the arm. By loading the trowel, the mortar

can be transferred from the mortar board to the units.. If the unittcannot be

pressed down, the trowel can be Used to tap the unit into place.

The trowel is the tool you will be using the most. Therefore, important

that the trowel is held right. (Think of the trowel as an extension of your

arnr.) It should be held firmly but relaxed. Also, keep your hand'as close to

the front of the handle as possible, without getting your thumb and fingers in

the mortar. (See the illustration on the following pageLl

Also, all tools sho0d be kept from building up dry or excess mortar. Thit can

be prevented by cleaning them at the end of each day.

LOADING THE TROWEL

Experience is the key to loading the trowel.. You will find that too-much mortar

makes it difficult to bring the unit to proper course (or layer) heights, and

it will take extra effort tollign or straighten the unit. Too little mortAr

may leave voids or make it necessary to remove the unit and apply additional

mortar.

There are sever& ways for loading the trowel. You cucut mortar from the

top, the front16 the sides.

25 2





When cutting mortar fromthe top, the trowel is inserted to the depth that

will provide the correct amount of mortar. It is then_scooped up and given a

alight jerk or snap of the wrist. This lets the excess' mortar fall off the

trowel onto the pile of mortar,leaving enough for the required joints.

Cutting mortar from the side is done by cutting the required amount from the

mortar pile. Roll or shape the mortar into a long tapered form; a shape that

is easy to pick up. Then, in one motion, slide the trowel under the mortar

and lift.

Cutting from the front requires two cuts. One cut is made from the edge to the

center. The other cut is erom the center to another point on the edge. The

mortar should have the shape of the blade the trowel has. Slide the trowel

under the "cut" mortar and lift. Each method has its advantages. When enough

mortar is on the board or 'pan, cutting from the top will provide adequate

coverage. As the mortar is used, cutting from the front will provide enough

mortar to butter joints and fill small holes. Sometimes it is necessary to

cut from side to side.

APPLYING MORTAR FOR BRICKWORK

Mortar that is applied between the bricks is known as joints. You will be

working mostly with two types of joints. They are:

1. Bed joints, which are horizontal.

L. Head joints,,which are vertical,

Applying mortar to bed joints is also known as spreading. Most bricklayers

can spread mortar three or four b '-ick at a time. Thi, is done by:

i. Load the.trowel with mortar.

2. Move the trowel slowly over the brick.

3. Turn the trowel sideways 180° and allow the mortar to slide off.

(See the illustration on the top of the next page.)

Spreading mortar takesa lot of practice and skill to be done right. After the

mortar is spread, hold the trowel blade flat and smooth out the mort-. (See

the second illustration on the next page.)

25
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The mortar for the head joint can be applied either before or after the brick

is set or laid. This is done by:

1. Evenly distribute a small amount of mortar over the trowel.

2. Apply or scrape mortar on the head or the small end of the

This is also known as buttering. (See the illustration on the top

of the next page.)

26
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3. The brick is then shoved into position. This compresses mortar

in the head joint and into the bed joint.

1

Excess mortarwill ooze out the sides. This mortar should be cut off. It

is done by holding the trowel with the top of the up and the edge of

the blade flush against the brick. This will preven' smearirg and catch the

mortar. Use this extra mortar to butter the opposite end of the brick.

(See the illustrations on the following page.)

27
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APPLYING MORTAR TO BLOCK

Applying mortar to blOck is very much'the same as applying mortar to brick.

The block is somewhat larger, so slightly different methods are used. Blocks

come in many sizes and shapes. The type used most often measures 8 X 8 X 16

inches. This is known as an 8-inch block.



.

Applying mortar to the block is done by:

1. Load the trowel with mortar. Give the trowel a snap or je"k

to get rid of excess mortar. This snapping motion also

creates a suction that will hold the mortar on the trowel.

2. The mortar is then spread co the top sides of the block.

This is done by placing the tip of the trowel against the top

of the block. Then, in one smooth motion slide the trowel

back over the block while pushing down.

This takes a lot of practice to be done skillfully. Most

bricklayers can spread one-and-a-half to twa blocks at time.

3. To apply or butter headjoints: Before placing the block,

stand it on end and spread mortar for the joint.

, ..



4. Place tne block iN tne same [water as LCI:..K, compressihy Lk,

mortar in the head and bed joints.

5. Excess mortar that oozes out is then cut off. This excess

mortar is then used to butter the other end of the block. .

When applying mortar it is important that all joints l-,e full. This insures

a good bond, resistance to moisture penetration and good appearance.
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self
Assessment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN

THE BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. The trowel should be held

2. Al] tools should be kept from building up

but

or

3. Too little mortar may leave or make it necessary to remae

the unit and

4. A snap of the wrist, or a slight jerk of a trowel full of mortar will

5. Mortar that is applied between the brick is called

31
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Self Assessment
Answers
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1. firmly, rela;ted

2. dry or excess mortar

3. voids, apply additional mortar

4. Will let the excess mortar fall of the trowel. Also will create a suction

to hold the mortar on.

5. joints

32
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Job Sh t 0
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials andand Tools

materials listed in mixing mortar

trowel

mortar board

bricks (25 or 30)

blocks (15 or 20)

2" X 4" and 4" X 8" pieces of wood about

1. Following the steps outlined in the

a 4 X 8 piece of wood (as you would

2. Following the steps outlined in the

on a 2 X 4 (as you would for brick).

3. _Following the steps outlined in the

and place 25 bricks.

8' to 10' long

information section, spread mortar on

for block).

information section, spread mortar

information section, spread, butter

4. Followirg the steps outlined in the information section, spread, butter

and place 15 blocks.
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Post
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACETHE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Bed joints are:

a. vertical

b. parallel

c. horizontal

d. diagonal

2. Head joints are:

a. vertical

b. parallel

c. horizontal

d. diagonal

5. The trowel is used as:

-a. an extension of the hand

b. an extension of the arm

c. as a chipper to deface
the surface of the unit

d. none of the above

3. Applying mortar to bed joints is also known as:

a. cutting

b. loading

c. buttering

d. spreading

4. All joints should be full to insure:

a. good bond

b. resistance to moisture penetration

c. good appearance

d. all of the above
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Instruct Or
Post Assessment Answers

11.-4-11l

1.

2. a

3. c

4. d

5. b
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JOINTING AND BRUSHING -- BRICKLAYING

.1'

Goal:

The student will be able to joint and

brush his or her work. The student will

also know different types of joint

finishes and tools used.

36

Performance IrmlicatcmrS:

The student will complete a Self Assessment,

a Job Sheet and a Post.Assessment.
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In order to finish thiS module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.,,

I. Read the Goal and Performaoce Inditators on the cover of the module.

This will'tell you what you will learn by studying the,module,.and

how-you will show you've learned it.

-2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell yuu why the module't

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Voca;lulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understandinY of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This, section will give you the informa-

tionyou need to understand the subject:

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test forteu to prove to

yourself that you have learned the material you hale ttudied. Compare

your answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet,

which is on the page following the Self Assessment. If yd0 scored

poorly, re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpfulto you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Wye the exam to your teacher after you

have completedoit. Your teacher will grade it for you.

4
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troduction

It is important that all ?hints be brushed and jointed properly. In the'

information section we will cover the following:

1. Types of finished joints.

2. Tools used to form these joints.

3. The advantages and disadvantages of each of these joints.

1.

38
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Voctebulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

r
SET--Mortar starts to dry.

TOOLED--Smoothed-out joints (jointing).

RUBBER HEEL--A boot heel.

JOINTED--Finished,product (striking, jointing).



MIll - -- .4=mr.... INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Supplementary
References

O.

1. Randall Jr., Frank and William C. Panarese. Concrete Masonry Handbook.

1976. pp. 136-138.

2. Taylor, Merlin and Harlin Randolf. IMAT Brick and Block Construction.

1976. pp. 51-52.
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Information

After a wall section has been laid, the mortar will start to set. It is

important that the jointing (also known as striking or tooling) is done at

the right time. A good test to tell when joints are ready is the "thumb print

test." This is done by pressing yo'r thumb'on the joint. If, when pulled

away, the mortar doesn't stick to your thumb, it is ready to beAointe4d.

While hardening, the mortar h a tendricy to shrinicand slightly pull away

from the units. This may cause hairline cracks to appear. ThE tool used for

jointing will compress the mortar into the joints. This help:, to:

I. Strengthen the bond.

2. Eliminate cracks.

3. Prevent water penetration.

4. Produce uniform joints with clean, sharp lines.

TYPES OF JOINT FINISHES AND TOOLS USED

Weather Joints

The trowel is the tool used to strike weather joints. The full edge of the

blade is used, not just the rip. The trowel is held at the angle you intend

the joint to be. Press mortar into the joint. Be careful not to break the

unit, loose from the joint. This is one of the best trowel finishes because

the downward slant allows water to drain off instead of into the wall.

Struck Joints-

These joints should be used only for interior walls since they do not shed

water very fast. They are tooled the same as the weather joints, but from the

bottom instead of the top. (See illustration en the top of the next page.)

Concave Joint

Special tools are required for this joint. (See illustrationsbottom of next page.)
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fly concave joint is the best tooled joint. because the tool used

compresses the mortar and compacts it against the edges of the unit. This

sees cracks, assuring a good bond and prevents moisture penetration. A

sled runner is used for the bed joints. It is a, proximately 16 to 24 inches

long. This tool spans 2 or 3 bricks or blocks at a time making it easy to

keep straight lines. It has a- handle in the center. The base is slightly

larger than the mortar joint. A 5/8-inch round bar makes a 3/8-inch joint.

An "S-shaped" jointer is used fo'r matching vertical joints. Joints come in

different sizes and shapes to match the size and shape of the mortar joint.

Flush Joints.

The joint is usually finished when the bricklayer cuts away excess mortar.

This is because the mortar is cut flush with .the face of the brick. After the

mortar is set, a rubber heel can be run along the joint to smooth and com-

pact the mortar.

Squeezed Joints.

In this joint the excess mortar that oozes out when the unit is layed is the

finish. The mortar is not cut off, but allowed to haraen. This joint is not

waterproof and should not be used where it is exposed to weather.

Raked Joints.

The mortar on this joint is normally raked out to a depth of 1/4 inch to 1/2

inch. The mortar is removed With a square edging tool. (See illustration on top

of the following page.) The ledge created by raking the joint may collect

water and dirt. This joint should not be exposed to weather. Strength is

reduced from the wall when mortar has been raked. Therefore, this joint should

not be used for load bearing walls.

V Joints.

"V' joints are finished in a similar manner as concave joints. The difference

that horizontal and vertical jointers have a "V" instead of a rounded base.

(See illustration on the bottom of the following page.)

Brushing Joints.

All joints except squeezed joints should be brushed, A soft fiber brush is

used ina diagonal direction over the wall. Brushing in this direction will

prevent digging out too much mortar. "V" joints and )ncave joints shopld

be jointed a second time for a finisherd look.4 4
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SUMMARY

Horizontal joints should be jointed first. It is important that all joints

are inseparable, weather tight and have a clean, straight appearance.

r 4 5
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nt
LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. A sled runner is used for the:

a. bed joints

b. concave joints

C. flush joints

2. An "S-shaped" jointer is used ior

a. diagonal joints

'b. horizontal joints

c. vertical jointF

3. The thumb print test shows if the joints are:

a. straight

b. finished

c. ready to be jointed

4. Brushing in a diagonal dlrection will prevent:

a. digging out mortar

b. leaving an unfinished look

c. moisture penetration

5. .
On a raked joint the removed mortar will:

a. collect water and dirt

b. reduce strength

c. both a & b-

,46
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Self °ssessment
Answers

1. a

2. c

3. c

4. a

5. c



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet

FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, COMPLETE TWO OF THE

FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools.

materials listed in mixing mortar

materials listed in applying mortar, excluding wood

concave sled runner

concave "S" jointer

"V" sledounner

"V" and "S" jointer

I.\ Build a X 4' wall with a squeezed joint finish.

2. Build a ' X 4' wall with a "V" joint finish.

3. Build a 2' X 4' wall with a concave joint finish.

4. Build a 2' X 4' wall with a rake joint finish.

ji
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Posta-
LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STAYEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN-THE BLANK.

Weather joints are one of the best trowel finishes.

2. A soft fiber brush is used in a horizontal direction over the wall.

3.' Walls with a raked finish cre as strong as other walls.

4. In flush joints, the joint is usually finished when the bricklayer

cuts away excess mortar.
1

5. A sled runner is used for verticcl joints.

6. StNck joints can be used in both interior or exterior walls.

7. Walls with a squeezed joint finish are waterproof and can be used

anywhere.

49
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nstructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. T

2. F

3. F

4. T

5. F

6. .F

7.

5 3
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BRICK AND BLOCK

O

Goal:

The student will be able to identify the

characteristics of brick and block and

the uses of each.

4

51

Performance Indicators:
The student will be able to identify

brick and block, complete a Self Ad

Pest Assessment and an Assignment.



.1 LEARNING SYSTeMs

Study Guide
In order to finish this -nodule, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance indicators on the-cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will/learn by studying. the module, and how

you will show you've-learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an mlportant part of-the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words important for a

good understanding of the trace. After you ha studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and .heir meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This sectw ill give you the infotIma-
_

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. .e the Self Assessment exam. This is a st for you to prove to your-

.self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. ,Do iisinnment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

,ssignment page.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

(52 0
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Introduction

Brick and block make an attractive building. They are strong and durable.

Little maintenance is required.; they will not burn, rot, peel, dent, corrode,

rust or warp.

Brick and block also serve as a good insulator. There are thousands of sizes,

types, shapes, colors and textures.

The following section provides information on:

1. How brick ana block are made.

2. Sizes and shapes.

3., Characteristics.
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

ADOBE- -Sun dried brick.

DIE--A machine that presses the clay together to form brick.

RETAINING WALLS--Walls built to hold something back: dirt, gravel, etc.

P.S.I.--Pounds per Square Inch.

A.S.T.M.--American Society for Testing and Materials.

54
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Supplementary
References

Taylor, Merlin and Harlin Randolf. 1MAT Brick and Biock Construction, 1976.

pp. 95-116.
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reformation

The history of brick and block go back as far as civilization. Brick was first

used about 3500 B.C. by the people who lived in low lying plains between the

Tigf.is and Euphrates rivers. The area, is now knowN as Iraq.

Wood was very scarce in the-area, however, there was plenty of clay. These

people made this clay into shapes that resembled loaves of bread. They used

these oddly shaped bricks to build their great cities.

The basic ingredient in brick is clay. Clay is a mineral made of very small

rock particles.

BRICK

Brick is made by three processes:

I. Soft mud process.

2. Stiff mud process.

3. Dry-pressed process.

These processes are similar in that all materials are mixed, molded, dried and

burned. The difference is the amount of water added to the clay and the method

of molding.

In the soft mud method, the "lay contains 20 to 30% water and is forced into

a mechanical mold. After clay is in the mold the excess amount is scraped

flush with the top of the mold. The brick is then burned in a kiln at a temp-

erature of 1500° to 2100° F. This brick may also be sun-dried. This is called

adobe brick.

In the stiff mud process, less water is used. The clay is just wet enough to

stick together. The clay is then forced through a die forming three of the
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LrIck's tour sides. This clay comes out in a long ribbon. The clay ribbon is

, then cut by wires, forming the fourth side. The brick is then burned in a kiln.

In the dry press process, a plunger that exactly fits the shape of the mold is

red to shape the clay to a specific size. Hardly any water is used in this

process. Pressure is used to compact the clay particles together into the

mold. The plunger forms the fourth side and the brick is then burned.

Sizes and Shapes

By varying the width, height and length, it is possible to make brick in many

different sizes and shapes. The most common shape far brick is rectangular.

The most common sizes for brick are:

1. Common Brick--3 3/4" X 2 1/4" X 8".

2. Rough Face--3 3/4" 1 2 1/4" X 8".

3. Smooth Face - -3 7/8" X 2 1/4" X8".,

Brick can be made into thousands of different shapes simply by changing or

altering the mold.

Standard or common sizes are used to make it easier to identify the brick

needed. For example, when a common brick is measured, it may be

7 1/2" long. To get the standard dimension:it is necessary to add the width

of a mortar joint. So a brick that measures 7 1/2" long is layed with a 1/2"

mortar joint. The standard size is 8". This also helps the bricklayer to'

plan his or her work.

For example, if a wall is 32 1/2 bricks long, the bricklayer can tighten the

head joint from 1/2"'to 3/8" and lose 4" or 1 /2.brick. This will eliminate

some cuts or, small pieces in the wall. This is also true in measuring block,

but the measurement will be longer.

Characteristics and Classification

Brick is classified by its ability to withstand weather conditions. The

American Society for Testing and Materials (A.S.T.M.) has classified brick

in three different grades:

1. SW--severe weathering.

2. MW--medium weathering.

3. NW--no weathering.
5
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'he degree of burning is the main factor in the brick's ability to withstand

weather. Brick that is adequately burned stands up better than underburned

brick.

Severe Weather Brick

This" is the hardest of all three grades. The brick has been burned until tEe

pores are completely closed. This will enable the brick.to resist watirr pene-

tration.

These bricks are durable even in extreme changes in temperature. They are used

where these weather conditions exist fcr retain-Wall, sewers and foundations.

These bricks have a high compressive strength and can resist heavy loads.

Medium Weather Brick

Because of underburning, these bricks should be used or walls which are riot

exposed to severe weatter. They are not as strong, an should be used for

walls with minimal weight stress (such as planters or decorative walls).

When exposed to severe weather, these bricks may change in appearance by chip-

ping, flaking, or powdering.

No Weathering Brick

These bricks should be used only inside. They should not be exposed to anf

weight stress because of their low compressive strength. "No weathering"

brick will disintegrate if exposed to alternating freezing and thawing.

Resistance to weather is achieved by burning. Burning also determines the

strength of brick.

A.S.T.M. has several ways of testing brick. Two of the e tests are:

1. Transverse.

2. Compressive.

It is important that the bricks are strong enough to s,rpport large amounts of

weight. Testing brick that will be laid vertically is called the transverse

strength. (See illustration on the following page.)

This is done by putting pressure on both ends of the brick until it breaks

and then measuring the amount of pressure used. These tests range approximately

from the low of 115 P.S.I. to the high of 2,900 P.S.I.
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Compressive strength is tested by putting pressure on ine top or sides of the

brick until it breaks, Those tests range approximately from a low of 700 P.S.I.

to a high of 22,000 P.S.I.

BLOCK .

, Block is made by combining cementing materials and an aggregare. Portland or

masonry cement mixed with water makes up the cementing materials. Different

materials, or the aggregate, are mixed well with the cementing materials. Types

of aggregate include: sand, gravel, slag, cinders, pumice, shale and fly ash.

Both vibration and pressure are used to form the materals to different sizes.

The mold in which the block is shaped isset on pallets.

The block is formed in the same way as bricks are in the dry press process,

because the ingredients are compacted in the mold. When the unit is formed,

the mold is removed, but the block remains on the pallet.

The block and pallet are then sent to the kiln. The block is set in the kiln

to cure. Blocks are left to set for two to four hours at a normal temperature

(usually 70 to 90 degrees). This allows them to take an initial set.

Steam is then injected into the room to gradually raise the temperature (150°

to 180 °). Steam also prevents the moisture from being drawn out of the blocks

too quickly, causing them to shrink or crack. This process takes approximately

24 hours.
011,
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Knrwing the material and understanding how and where it is used helps, the

bricklayer to do a good job and make sure that the structure is strong and

durable.

t
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Self
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SELECT THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWERS THE

QUESTION OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

1. What is the basic ingredient in brick?

a. bark

b. clay

c. water,
3

2. When making brick with the soft mud method, thr clay contains:

a. 20 to 30% water

b. 40 to 60% water

c. no water

3. San-dried brick are called:

a. common

b. clinker

c. adobe

4. The initials A.S.T.M. s'qid for:

a. American Society for Testing and Materials

b. American School for Training and Masons

c. American Society for Transfers and Movers

5. The most common shape for brick is:

a. square

b. circular

c. rectangular



6. __ alock is burned at temperatures from:

a. 4850° to 5260° F.

b. 2700° to 3720° F.

c. 1500° to 2100° F.

r
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. b

2. a

3. c

4. a

5. c

6. c

ell
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Assignment Mb.

r.

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENTS.

From the information section decide which brick is the best for each sitluation:

I. You are building a torpedo storage building at the North Pole. What type

of wdather'rating should these bricks have?

2. You are building an interior wall in an automobile factory. This wall will

have very little weight on it. What weather rating should this brick have?

One a report to your instructor on the following.

3. On your way home tonight, observe the houses and buildings. Count how

many different types and sizes of brick-you see.

64 4 .6_7
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Post
s t

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A--"T"

..IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENTAS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN,TRE BLANKe

1. Compressive strength is tested by putting pressure on the top or'sides

of a brick until it breaks.

2. Transverse strength is tested by putting pressure on.both ends of the

brick until it breaks.

3. No weathering brtcks are strong and will not have any, problems with

bad weather.

Severe weather bricks resist weather welio but they are soft and should

not be used for load-bearing walls.

5. Brick is classified by its ability to withstand-weather conditions.

6. In the, stiff mud process, more water is used than in the other two

processes.

7. The history of brick and block started in about the 1800s.

,
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.instrIcof
Post Assessment Answers c

1.. T

2. T

3. F

4. F

5. T

6. F

7. F

a.

6fi
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BRICKLAYING BONDS

YIP

Goal:

The student will be able to lay out And

identify various bonds.

/

e
67

Performance Indicators:
The student will practice lay out and

identification of different bonds, and

will complete a Self and Post Assessment

and a Job Sheet.
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_,
Study Guide 17

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and how

you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabdlary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This : a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Comr- 'e your

arswers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessmett. It you scored poorly,

re-study the information section or ask your teacher fc 'alp.

6. Do the Job Sheet. FoiA the instructions. at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Introduction -)
Bonding is a general term meaning to bind or tie things together. It is also

the systematic lapping of brick (or block) in a wall. It is important that

the bricklayer bt familiar with different types of bonds. The Information

section will cover different types of bonds and how they are laid out.
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Vocabulary

Trade terms a.e very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

SYSTEMATIC -- Repeating the lapping of brick.

WYTHE--A single wall.

COURSE--One layer of brick.

73
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Supplementary
References

TAylor, Merlin and Harland Randolph. IMAT Brick and Block Construction.

1976. pp. 53-61.
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Information

The pattern that you see on the face of a brick wall is called a bond, or

pattern bond. This results from the different arragements of the brick or

block and the mortar joints.

The type of bond used is chosen by the architect after checking local building

codes. These codes are checked because all bonds do not have the same strengths.

The bond must insure that the wall is strong enough to resist stress that is

put on it.

Bricklayers can lay up any bond (decorative or patterr) if they understand a

few basic bonds. These basic bonds are:

I. Stacked

2. Stretcher

3. American

4. English

5. Flemish

In these bonds, the units and mortar joints are all arranywd differently.

They form different patterns on the wall f-ce. This makes an easy means of

identifying these different types of bonds.

STACKER JOND

In a stacked bond pattern, no unit is overlapped. They are stacked one on

top of the other. All bed and head joints form continuous lines. This is not

a structural bond because weight is not evenly distriiuted. (See the illustra-

tion on the top of the next page.)
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STRETCHER OR RUNNING BONO

This is a structural bond because the weight placed or the wall is evenl-

distributed. The weight is distributed through the br:ck to the lower courses

as shown below
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In a stretcher bond, each brick is l'id as a stretcher. A stretcher is a

brick that is placed in line so its length i5 parallel to the wall. The

head joints are located on the center of the brick below a one-half lap.

H EADE R
COURSE.

SIMILAR
STRETCHER
COURSES

The corner will show a header brick at every other course. A header brick

bonds the face work to the backing or back wall. (Left part-of drawing above.)

It is laid with the head of the brick to the face of the wall.

AMERICAN OR COMMON BOND

American bond consists of both stretcher and header brick. Head joints are

placed on the center of brick in the stretcher courses. Header courses are

laid 1 to every 6 or 7 stretcher courses. This bond is used to tie in the

face wall to the back wall. When structural strength is not required (single

walls), snap headers are used. (See the illustration on the next page.)

A snap header is a brick that is snapped or clipped in half so that its length

covers only one wythe of the wall. It is laid so that the head end shows in

the face of the wall.

ENGLISH BOND

English bond is similiar to American bond, only more headers are used. English

bond alternates courses. The first course is a stretcher course. The second

is a header course. The third is a stretcher, and the fourth is a header, and

so on. Snap headers can also be used where structural strength is not required.

(See the illustration on the page after next.)
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FLEMISH BOND

In the other bonds, the units were laid in one direction, but the courses

were different. In Flemish bond the courses are the same, and the units are

laid in different directions. In Flemish Bond, the units in a ci-Jorse alternate

with a stretcher and ti,en a header, astretcher,a header, etc.

Snap headers can be used where structural strength is not required.

STRETCHERS

HEADERS

b, ETC. COURSE.5

1,3, 5, ETC. COURSES



I,

Changing the arrangement of brick can form different patterns on the face of

the wall. Overlapping brick can form a solid wall that is stable and can'

resist large amounts of weight. It is important that a bricklayer be familiar

with these bonds. Thi,
)

s 'will help him or her to build walls on many different

types of jobs.

e
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Self
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY ANUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SELECT THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWERS THE

QUESTION OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE BLANK

PROVIDED.'

1. The pattern you see on the face of awal1 is called a:

a. course

b. wythe

c. -bond

2. Who decides which bond to use?

a. bricklayer

b. fireman

c. architect

3. Which term does not belong?

a. English

b. Flemish

c. Basket

e. Stretcher

4. A stretcher is laid

a. parallel

b. vertical

c. diagonal

5. American bond consists of:

a. only headers

b. only stretchers

c both headers and stretchers

--79
. 1

to the wall.
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. c

2. c

3. c

4. a

5. C

80
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Job Sh t
0

FOLLOWING THE DIRECTIONS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, U0 ONE OF THE

FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

All materials used in applying mortar, excluding the wood.

I. Build a 2' X 4' wall using an English bond pattern.

2. Build a 2' X 4' wall using a stacked bond pattern.

3. Build a 2' X 4' wall using a stretcher bond pattern.

.

81
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Post
A essment

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF 1HE SMEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. A snap header is the same as a stretcher.

2. A header brick bonds two walls together.

3. English bond and American bond are the same with the exception that

English bond has mot'''. headers.

4. In the Flemish bond the courses are the same but the units are different.

5. Snap headers can be used where structural strength is not required.

6. stack bond should not be Used as a structural bond bec- se it does

not distribute weight evenly.

82
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Post Assessment Answers
Instructor

1. F

2. T

T

4. T

5. T

6. T

83
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LEVEL AND TRANSIT

Goal:

The student will be able to explain the

use of a transit and level.

,.

84

Performance Indicators:
The student will complete a Job Sheet

and a Self and Post Assessment and a

Job Sheet.

(4

a
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've.learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary",

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study he Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tPon you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. bo the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.'

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction ID
It is important inr,bricklaying that all work look -leasing to the eye. That

is, all mortar joints should be straight and brick square.. This section will

cover the tools used to accomplish this task.

86
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and'their meanings.

PLUMB--A wall that is vertical.

LEVEE - -A wall that is horizontal.

...=111.
87
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Supplementary
References
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nformation

It very important that the work the_brirklayer fines be 1) plumb, 2) level

and 3) straight. To do this the bricklayer uses a level. A level is also

known as a plumb rule or a spirit level. (See Fig. 1)

CD a!) o IsTif 0

Levels are made from several different materials. Seasoned wood encased in

metal, plastic, or fiberglass. Levels come in different sizes ranging from

12 to 48 inches.

Each level has 4 to 6 vials. These vials are filled with a liquid with just

enough liquid left out to form ar air bubble. In the center of this vial

t 8992
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there are two lines. When the level is placed up against a wall or a flat

surface and-the bubble is in the center, the all is level or plumb.

LEVEL

To check if a surface is level, the level is plated in a horizontal position

on its edge. The air bubble should be in the center of the level vial between

the lines.

It is important that the bricklayer's work be level. If it's not level the

bed joints and units will be slanted up or down. (See Fig. 2)

n

ACCEPTP\(251--E.

EI-11

1

If

71
iu

UN CC,EPTAe L E.

the units should be laid as straight as possible. Place the level on top of the

work. With your trowel,Jap the units down until all units are flat and the

level vial reads level.

90 '
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PLUM3

To check if a surface is plumb, the level is placed in a vertical position

on its edge. The air bubble should be in the center of the plumb vial between

the lines. It is important that the bricklayer's wall be plumb. If it not,

it will slant either in or out. (See Fig. 3)

II

PLUM E

1

cc-r.F'TPBL-E- u NA. ^c.c.. P-17-n, LE_

Place the level upagainstthe work. Tap-the front or back of the brick until

the face of the brick is/flat against the level. 'Adjust the brick so the vial

reads plumb.

A level is a very acrate tool and should be taken care of. The level should ,

not be droppedlpr beaten to straighten units. Wood levels should be given a

light coat of oil periodically. This will help prevent moisture penetration

which may cause it toewarp.

TRANSIT

It is important that the bricklayer be familiar with a transit. The transit

is not used as much as a level but the functions are somewhat the same.

( 91 94



0, I
tAansit is a very accurate instrument used mainly to survey and measure

dist nces and heights before and during construction. The transit can also .

sh9 how level and plumb a wall or building is.

o-

A transit h9 a telescope which can be moved from side to side or up and down.

It is .counted on a base that holds it securely. This base has adjustments on

it. These adjustments are used tolevel the telescope so it will give accu-

rate results.

AlVof.thisiis mounted on a tripod. The tripod is used to hold the transit

and to keepit froOmoving. Special training is required for As proper use.

i

:The transit ;and the level are very useful tools for bricklayers. They help

the bricklayers to do their jobs accurately. These tools should be used with

care. This Will ensure the long life and the accuracy of them.

/ 0

1
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- _

Self
Assessment

.,

i

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.
,

1. IA/level is also called and

2. A
1
bricklayer's work should be , 2) . and

3)

3. /Levels range from

4. Levels have

to i inches in length..

I

to vials.

5. When the level is in the horizontal position thevial is showing how

the wall is.

6. The,trahsit can be used and construction.

93
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. plumb rule and spirit level.

2. level, plumb, straight

3. 12 to 48 inches

4. 4 to 6

5. level

6. before and during

94
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Job Sheet
s

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Materials and Tools

materials listed in bond section

i' level

Construct a wall 2' X 4'. Be sure the wall is level

v

,1

.

lo

95
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Post
A t

0

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

I. Level vials 'are filled with

2. When the level is held vertically it is in the position.

. 3. Ad4ustments on the base of the transit are used to the

telescope.

4. The is used to hold the transit and to keep it from moving.

5. Wood levels should be given a light coat of to prevent

Moisture penetration.

6. Th.e transit is used mostly to and

96
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Instructor
Post `assessment Answers

1. liquid

2. plumb

3. level

4. tripod

5. oil

6. survey and measure distances
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LAYOUT

O.

r

Goal:

The student will explain and demonstrate

the procedure for,the layout of a pro-

ject.

Performance Indicators:
The It nt will be able to layout a

project and complete a Self and Post

Assessment and a Job Sheet.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you compelte it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn..by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

it an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good underttanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary.

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanihis.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study'the Information section or ask your t °acher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet,

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will.help you deve'op skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam tc your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

99
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction

It is important that the bricklayer knows how to lay out a project. When

laid out proper, the openings will be in the right places and the wall will

be straight. The following section will cover how this is done.

100
flu



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction
z

It is important that the bricklayer knows how to lay out a project. When

laid put proper, the openings will be in the right places 'and the wall will

be straight. The following section will cover how this is done.

.00'

er

fr

I.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING' SYSTEMS

114,

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

thE words and-meanings.- When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

,quiz jou on the words andrtheir meanings.

BLUEPRINTS -- Drawings which are plans for the structure to be built.

DIMENSIONS--Distances (heights and lengths).

FOUNDATION--Usually a cement pour upon which bricks are laid.

Ow.

101105
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Supplementcay,
References.

Taylor, Merlin and Harlin Randolph. :MAT, Brick and Block Construction, 1976.
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Iriformation I
0

Before starting a job, the bricklayer must check the blueprints to find out

what to do. The blpepfintswill give the bricklayer thelength of the wall

(or walls) to be built. They also 'give the measurements of where the openings

are to be lade and, the heights (such as windows., doors, etc.).

0

These prints range from very basic drawings to very complicated and 'precise

drawings: The complicated drawings require special training to-be able to

read voOrly.-- .

q

* .o......

The basic drawings are fairly easy to read. The dimensibns are givenmostly
,

iwithlhorizontal and vertical lines.. The eistance of these lines gives the-

heights or-the lengths of the walls. (See Fig. 1) Thedistanee between a and ._41//.

b is 3 feet. ,

Al
1 5

When the length of the wall has been established; the next step is the layout

of-the project.

1 0 3
107
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The foundation that The wall will be built on'should be clean and as flat as

possible. This will ensure a good bond between the units and, the foundation

The face of the wall is marked on the foundation by a chalkline. Once'the

two points have been'measured, a chalkline is stretched between them. The

line it picked up iri the cente. and is let go to spap*on the foundation.

This, wi)1 leave a line of chalk. The face of the wall will be laid to this

line.

Laying the fii-st course is usually done first by laying the units dry. This

is doneby laying the units'withaut using Mortar. The bricklayer starts by

placing the units on the c rner points. Be sure that the units are straight

and parallel' with the chalkline on the foundation. The-bricklayer then lays

the remaining units between the corner units, leaving a 3/8-to 1/2 inch head'

joins between them. A cut may be needed to complete the wall. If the cut is

too small, the head joints may be spaced wider to avoid any small cuts in the

wall.

ring the dry layout, the units are laid the entire lebgth of the wall, even

Acre openings will be. This will determine if the bond will be maintained.

over the openings.

Some bricklayers will then remote the units where the openings are to be. They

then mark the'exact point of the openings. ,

It is important that the bricklayer knows how to lay' out a job. This will

ensure that the openings be in the proper loations and the bond will be th,2

same throughout the height of the wall.

104 lOs
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t

4

COMPLE1E THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS.BY WRING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.-

I. The foundation the wall is to be laid on should be and

2. Before starting a job, the bricklayer must check the to

find out what to do.

3. The dimensions are given mostly with and

lines.

4. The face of the wall is marked on the foundation by a

Laying the first course is usually done thst by laying the

105
109_
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Self Assessment
Answers

II

1. cleanand flat

2. blueprints

3. horizontal and vertical

A
.. chal kl ine

5. units dry

Ts
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job Sh t
COMPLETE THE TASK BELOW.

Materials and Tools

chalkline

20 or 30 8' blocks

Following the steps outlined in the Information section, lay out the diagram
below.

pri.------

0

4 0

i

-Se , ------

107
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Ent

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

I. The blueprints give the bricklayer the

and measurements of_the .

2. The bricklayers start by laying the units on the points.

3. There should be to inch head joints between

units.

108
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers c

1. length, height, openings

2. units, corner

3. 3/8 to 1/2 inch

/
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SQUARING

4

Goal:
The student will be able to explain and

demonstrate the different procedures and

techniques for squaring a project.

Performance Inclaitimns:

The student will demonstrate different

procedures for squaring a project by

completing two tasks on a Job Sheet, and

will complete a Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

In order to finish this module, do the fdllowing tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

N
1. Read the9oal and Performance'Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you'velearned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa,

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top cf the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

5. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Supplementary
References

1. Dalzell, J. Ralph and Gilbert Townsend. Masonry Simplified, Vol. 1.

p. 35.

2. Ul rey, Harry F. Carpenters & Builders Library. p. 95.
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Introduction

Squaring up projects can be done easily with very few tools. There are many

different ways of squaring a project.

Three of these methods are:

1. Steel square.

. 2. 3, 4, 5, method.

3. Criss-cross method.

1 13117
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

reformation

STEEL SQUARE METHOD

A steel square is used by bricklayers yhen laying up (constructing) corners to

assure a perfect 90-degree (square) corner. It is also used to set the corner

-bricks or'blocks in the dr1 layout of the first course in 4 project. The steel

square isthe same tool as the carperter's framing square.

It it properly called a framing square because with its framing table and some

other scales, it is adapted especially for use in house framing.

The framing square consist of two essential parts-=the tongue and the body, or

blade. The tongue is the shorter, narrower part, and the body is the longer,

wider part. The heel is the part where the tongue and body meet on the outside

edge.

The square is simply held around the corner of the project to be sure it forms

a 90° angle.

(See the illustration on the top page.)

118



3, 4, 5 METHOD

Another method of squaring a project can be done by using a ruler or tape mea-

sure. This type of squaring is called the 3, 4, 5 method. It is done by first

measuring out in one direction 3 inches, or in any multiple of 3 (3, 6, 9, 12,

etc.) from the corner point. Place a mark at this point. Next, approximately

90 degrees from the first mark, measure out 4 inches (or any multiple of 4).

Plade another mark here. Taking a measurement across the two points, and

adjusting in or out will produce 5 inches (or any multiple of 5). When measure--

ments are aligned, these points will form a 90-degree square corner.

5-4-3 METHOD

IN ALL CASES, THE MULTIPLE SHOULD BE THE SAME (3, 4, 5,--6, 8, 10- -9,12, 15).

O
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,RISS-CROSS METHOD

To check if a project is square, a criss-cross method is used. This is done

with a steel tape.

I. Start from.one corner aid stretch the tape diac,onally to the

other corner.

2. Do the same with the opposite two cori.ers.

3. These two measurements should read the same if the project

is

INAtAURr_ OPPO5ITE. COINNEFttl:
I AND 3
ZAND4

In bricklaying it is important that the project be square. These methods will

insure a good appearance and proper construction.

o.

116
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Job Sh gr.

FOLLOWING THE'STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION DO THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials -and Tools

tape measure'

steel' square

four 1" X 1" X 2' slats of wood

I. Using the wood slats, use the steel square to make a 900 corner.

2. Make a square corner using the 3, 4, 5 method, with the wood slats.

1 1 7
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Post
Assessment

LISTED.BELOW ARE STATEMENTS!FOLLOWED BY A.NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STA-EMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. The steel square is arso called

a. framing square '

b. level edge

c. both 1 and 2

2. The framing square consists of 2 part;;. they are:

a. tongue

b. body

c., both of above

The body of the steel square is the:

a. short, narrow part

b. long, wider part

c. none of the above

4. The steel square is also called a framing.sluae hecausP:

a. of the framing table

,b. other scales

c. both a and b .

5. The tongue of the steel square is the:

a. shorter, narrow part

b. long, wider

c. 'none of the above

118
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I
6. The part where the tongue and body meet on -.he outside edge is the-

a. toe

b., heel

c. ankle
41-

7. The squaring method that is done by, measuring three points is called

the

a. 3, 4, 5 method

sb. criss- ross method

c. steel ware method

4

a
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a

Instructof,
Post Assessment Answers

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. c

5. ,a

6. b

7. a

c

i 2 0
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LEADS

Goal:
The student will be able to build a

lead to correct length and height.

1211

Performance Indicators:
The student will be able to build a lead

properli and complete a Self and Post

Assessment and a Job Sheet. .
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In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you' will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Reid the Introduction: The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

- good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

sehf that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the, Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

onthe page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

restudy the Information section or ask four teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

They tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to /our teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it fo- you.
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Introduction

It is important that the leads are built properly. This will ensure that the

remaining length of the wall will be straight and to the proper height. This

section will explain how this is done and the tools are used.

123
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

LINE--Nylon (or similar strength) string.

GAIN--To make joints wider.

LOSE--To make joints tighter.

BENCH MARK--A mark that the wall is started from, usually made by the engineer.

TOPPED -OUT -- Finished.

124
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Supplementary
References.

Taylor, Merlin and Randolph, Harland. Brick and Block Construction. 1976.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
=1111.

A lead is the starting point of a project. After the bond has been laid out

the leads are built on the corners. A line is then stretched between them

and the units are laid to the line.

Several tools are used to build a lead depending on what material you are work-

ing with. Some of these tools are:

1. Level, transit.

2. Story Pole.

3. Spacing (brick) rule.

LEVEL

Before starting the lead it is important that the foundation be level (not

all foundations are). The bed joints can be adjusted wit.,r_to gain, or tighter

to lose heights to level the wall. To get these different heights the transit

is used. It will show which corners are high and which are low.

STORY POLE

The story pole is used to check heights of the wall. A story pole is a straight

piece of wood (1" X 2"; 1 X 4 X 10') with the course heights marked on it. It

is placed in the plumb position up against the lead. The marks should be lined

uvwith the tops of the courses. (See the illustration on the top of the follow-

ing page.)

SPACING (BRICK) RULE

A spacing rule is a folding ruler. It has feet and inches marked on one side.

On the other side is a series of marks that represent different course heights.

These marks are used to control the height of the various s=-e courses. (See

the second illustration on the followina page.)
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-/Awile, the coursing is spaced out on 5s. If the thickness of the bed

increased, 6s or 7s may be used to mark different course heights.

,ovitruction plans will tell the number of inches that should be reached

'liven number of courses. For instance, four courses to 11 inches. Find

ihes on the feet and inch side of the rule. Turn the rule over to the

zoA41 side and find the number which is at the same heiAt as 11 inches. In

thi; rise it is 6. This is the mark to use for each course height. (See

iu,P I on the following page.)

fluildingtheLead

After the heights and the bond have been established, the lead is built. From

the bench mark (the mark on the footing made by the engineep, the units are

laid the length of the level. (See Figure 4 on the following page.)
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Be sure they are level and plumb. It is important that the first course is

right. This is continued until the lead is topped out. (See Figure 5 on

the following page.)

After the corner leads have been built, the wall between them is laid. A

line is stretched between the two leads and is held by line holders hooked on

the edge of the units. (See Figure 6 on the following page.)
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It is adjusted to the top edge of the block. The wall is then filled in. The

bricklayer lays the unit so that the bottom edge of the unit'is on the.chalkline,

'(already established in the layout) and the top edge.is about X1 /2 the line's width

away from the line.

It is important that the lead is plumb, level and in line. This will make the

rest of the wall as straight or as crooked as the lead is.

X29
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Self
Assessment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

1. The leads are built on the

2. The bench mark is made by the .

, 3 The line is held by

4. A tool used to control the heights of.various courses is the
0

5. A tool used to check the heights of the wall is the

6. Before starting the lead it is important that the founation be

130
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Self Assessment
Answers

41111111114M1411410111

1. corners

2. engineer

3. line blocks

4. -.spacing rule

5. story pole =

6. level

D

*c.

r

I
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Job Sh t
FOLLOWING THE tTiPS.OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

TASKS.

Materials and Jools

1" x 2" x.10' piece of wood

sparing rule

150 bricks

materials'llAed in mixing mortar

'trowel'

mortar board

I. Build 2 block leads.parillel to each other, 4 feet apart. Be sure they

are level anil plumb. Fill in the wall beiWeen the leads:

2. Build.2 brick leads parallel to each other, 4 feet apart. Be sure they

are level and plumb. FY11 in the wallbetween the leads./Run courses

up on 5s.

. X
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.1

-EXPLAIN WHY IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE LEAD BE BUILT RIGHT.
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GROUTING AND REJNFORCING

Goal:
The-student will be able to grout and

reinforce walls and be able to identify

different kinds of reinforcement.

1 3 4

Performance Indicators:
The student will be able to grautrand

reinforce walls and complete a'Self

Assessment and Post Assessment and a

.Job Sheet.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete 't.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will,tell you'why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Voqabulary sectirn. Vocabpary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prOve to your-

self tat you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self AssessmentAlswer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If You scored podrly,

re-study the Informatiun section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. FolloW the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Introductim

It is important that, masonry structures be grouted and reinforced. This will .

ensure strong and sturdy walls. The information section will tell how this

is done and explain different types of reinforcements which are used.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMb

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

PROJECTIONS--Parts that stick out.

PROTRUSIONS--Parts that indent.

P.S.I.--Pounds per square inch.

SANDWICHINGTo place between two units.

GROUT SPACE--The space grout is to be poured.
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Supplementary,
References

.

1. Taylor, Merlin and Randolf, Harland. Brick and Block Construction. 1976.

'pp. 220-274.

2. Randall and Panarese. Concrete Masonry Handbook._ 1976. pp. 39-40.
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Information

In masonry, the units supply much of the strength to a wall. To get the maxi-

mum strength, the wall or structure is reinforced and grouted. It is important

that the bricklayer be familiar with the materials used for reinforcing and

grouting.

There are several different types of reinforcing. The two types of reinforcing

used the most are:

1. Deformed steel bar.

2. Cold drawn steel.

DEFORMED STEEL BARS

Deformed steel bars come in different sizes and patterns. Sizes range from

1/4 to 1 1/8 inches. The strength of the bars depends on the size and the

grade of the steel. Each bar has identification marks stamped on them by the

manufacturer. These marts identify:

1. Manufacturer.

2. Bar size.

3. Type of steel.

4.. Grade.

(See Figure 1 on the following page.)

Bar size is marked in numbers from 2 to 9. Each time the number increases,

the diameter of the bar is increased by 1/8 of an inch. (See Figure 2 on the

folloWing page.)

Letters are used to mark the types of steel.

1. "N" is used for billit type steel.

2. "A" is used for axle steel.

3. A rail symbol is used for rail steel.
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5AR 517-E.

TYPE. 5TLE.L_

GRADE. MANS

NUME.ER5 LINES
DEFORMED 15AIR5

NOMINAL- DIME.P45ioNft - PlOUI10

BAK

NUM5LRS

DIAMLT -
I NGNEG

WE.IgHT
POUNO
PER FOOT

2. 1/4' . I 61

3 1 /5 . 376

5 5/0' 1.0+5

7 Wee £.044
9 1 Ve." a 400

There are two different ways to determine the grade of the steel. One system

uses lines to identify grades while the other uses numbers.

One vertical line means the bar will withstand 60,000 two lines mean

it will withstand 75,000 P.S.I. In the number system, the number 40 means it

will withstand 40,000 P.S.I.; 86 will withstand 50,000 P.S.I.; 60--60,000 P.S.I.;

etc.
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The deformed bars have all but taken the place of the plain bars. This is

because-the projections and protrusions on the defgped bars provide a bigger

surface for bonding. This also prevents any movement when a load is appliedi

Placement of Steel Bars

Reiaforcement is placed:

1. Around openings.

2. At footings.

3. At floor heights.

4. At roof-heights.

5. Wall supports (bond beams).

6. Pilasters.

7. Columns.

The placement of the steel is giventy the architect in the plans. The masonry

wall or structure is used as a form. The steel is placed between masonry walls

or into the hollow cells of the wall. Grout is then poured into the wall and

around the steel. (See Figure 3.)



COLD DRAWN STEEL

Cold drawn stopl is used in a reinforced masonry wall. That is, the retnforcifl

steel and th- nry units are bonded with mortar. The reinforcement is placedl,

on top of the units, then the next course is laid on top of it sandwiching it

between the two courses. (See Figure 4.)

Grout

Spaces between the walls and around the steel are completely filled with grout.

This bonds the steel, units, mortar and grout into one mass.

Grout is Made up of three properties:

I. Portland cement.

2. Aggregate.

3. Water

GROUT INGREDIENTS

Ingredients Grout Space

2"-or less 2-4" 4" or more

Portland Cement 1 (part) 1

Sand 3 3

Pea Gravel 2

Aggregate

1

0

0

4-4,1/2

X14
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1

The ingredients and their amounts vary depending upon the size of grout space.

"Grout is mixed about the same as mortar. To mix grout, add about 1/2 the

water and sand required into the mixer. Then add cement and the balance of

sand, water, and aggregate. Grout should be mixed for 3 to 5 minutes to be .

sure all ingredients are mixed thoroughly. To check if grout is to the proper

consistency, this test should be used:

1. It should not stick to the bottom of the trowel as mortar will.

2. If water forms on top of the grout in the tub or wheelbarrow,

the grout is either too wet or the ingredients have separated.

It should be re-mixed before pouring.

3. All tools and equipment should be washe'd thoroughly to avoid

excessive grout build up.

Ft is important that the bricklayer place the steel properly and mix the grout

to the proper consistency. This will ensure strong, sturdy masonry structures.
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Self
Asiessowrne t

tl

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. Why is the wall grouted and reinforced?

2. What are the two types of reinforcement used most often?

3. What is the size range for deformed bar steel?

4. To identify the ade of steel, what two methods are used?

.5. What is the purpose of grout?

6. How long should grout be mixed?

7. What two things may be wrong if water forms on top of the grout?

1 4 4
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. To obtain maximum strength.

2. Deformed steel bar, cold drawn steel.

3. 1/4 inch to 1 1/8-inch.

.4. Lines and'numbers.

5. To bond steel, units, mortar and grout into one mass.

. 3 to 5 minutes.

7. It is too wet and ingredients separate.
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, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Material and Tools

Materials and tools-used in lead section

pea gravel

4 - #4 steels bars, 39" long

Build a block wall 4 feet long and 3 ft. 6 in. high. Place reinforcement

two feet on center. Mix and grout the wall.

/:
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t
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS ^- STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SEL,a THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWER:: THE

QUESTION OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

1. it do identification marks show?

a. grade

a. bar size

c. type of steel

d. all of the above

Barsize is marked by

a. numbers

b. letters

c. symbols

3. Types of steel are marked by

a. nurters

b. .ters

c. symbols

d. b and c

4. If a piece -I steel is marked with a 40, V: will withstand

a. 400 P

b. 40 J00 P.S.:

ti 4000 P.S.I.



5. Who determjnes Where the steel is placed?

a. bartender

bc.%. architect

c. bricklayer

6. Grout is made up of

a. Portland cement

b. aggregate

c. water

d. all of the above

I
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t

TIES AND ANCHORS

)

Goal:

The student will be dble.to identify

different types of anchors and ties and

explain the use of each.

150

Performance Indicators:

The student will successfully complete

a Self Assesment, a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off as

you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicator's on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied'. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet,lohich is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Folly the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

1
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hitroduction

In bricklaying, the bricklayer should be able to use and identify wall ties and

anchors Ties will hold composite and multi-wythe walls together to form one

wall.' Anchors iwill hold down two structures together to form one structure.

The following section explains how these are done.

-,
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the wcrds and their meanings.

COMPOSITE WALL--Any bonded wall with wythes constructed of different masonry

material.

MULTI-WYTHE WALL--A wall that's more than one unit thick.

WYTHE--A wall that's one unit thick.

CAVITY WALL--A wall built to provide continuous air space between two wythes.

JOIST--Lumber or metal used to support a ceiling or floor.
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Supplementary
References

1. I.M.A.T. Brick and Block Construction. Taylor and Randalph, 1976.

pp. 76-91.

2. Dur-O-Wall, Pamphlet 14, Unit Masonry Ties and Reinforcing, G/C 1981.
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Information
A

It is important that multi-wythe walls be tied together so that the walls act

as a single unit. If the wall is to act as one unit and be structurally strong,

the brick facing has to be tied to the block backing. For this, wall ties are

used. Wall Sties are made of corrosive-resistant cold-drawn steel. Sizes range

from 1/8 inch to 3/16 inches in diameter. The Wall tie is placed across the two

wythes and embedded in the mortar so that it bonds the two walls together.

TYPES OF TIES

There are two principle types of wall ties:

1. Horizontal.

2. Lateral.

Horizontal ties are the better of the two. This is because they give bonding

across the walls and down along each wall.

IV TIED WALL
BON C 15ACKUP

No. 12. OUR0-WALL TRIROD
lb" GTO c.

Lateral ties do not provide as much strength as horizontal ties. They are

used across the walls. They work about the same ds a masonry header tieing

two walls together.



Both lateral and horizontal ties come in many different shapes and sizes.

Different Kinds of Ties

"Z' Ties: "Z" ties are lateral ties. "Z" ties 'lave two 2" legs. Both are

at 90-degree angles used as hooks when embedded in the mortar.

%.,

Rectangular Ties: The ends of the rectangular ties, another lateral tie, are

also used as hooks. They are used the same way as the "Z". tie.

2.

The "Z" tie and the rectangular tie come in sizes ranging from 6 to 12 inches.

These ties are also available with or without a drip A drip is a small bend

in the center which will allow water to drip off.

Truss Shape: Truss shape ties are horizontal ties which are frequently used in

composite wall and, cavity wall construction. They are also used in stack bond

where the units do not overlap. These are called truss shape because of the "V"

shape between the outer rods. (See the illustration on the top of the next page.)
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IV TIED WALL
WITH ,STACK 50ND
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Ladur Shape: The ladur shape ties are used like, and serve the same purpose,

as the truss. The difference is that it is shaped like a ladder.

ICY CAVITY WALL No.10 LAMA T/PE.
WITH DRIP Ikr"0.T00.

Horizontal ties come in widths of 3 to 16 inches and in lengths of 8 to 12

feet.

ANCHORS

Anchors are used to tie or anchor the masonry wall to a stable, sturdy structure.

Walls must be anchored so that the load of the wall is transferred to the footing.

The bricklayer must also knovihow to install straps, rods and anchoring bolts.

Straps

When anchoring a load bearing wall to other parts of the building, an anchor

strap may be used. One end of the anchor strap is embedded in the mortar. The

1 7 161



other end is attached to another part, such/as pi steel beam or a joist.

: 4
Rods

Anchoring rods are made of the same material as the bars used in reinforcing:

The differences are that the reinforcing steel bars'are straight; the anchoring

rods are bent into different shapes for different anchoring situations. A

"3-degree angle bar is usually used for walls that intersect. 'Horizontal rods

from the face are bent 90 degrees to extend into the intersecting wall.

A "C" Shape is sometimes used to tie together two walls. The hooks on both

ends of the "C" are hooked around the vertical steel.

El IL]

rn
In all cases, grout or mortar, depending on specification, should completely

surround these anchors.

Anchor bolts

With anchor bolts the bricklayer can attach practically anything to masonry

.(wood., steel, plastic,,etc,). Bolts come in many different sizes and shapes.

Most bolts have the same four batic parts:

I. Head.

2. Shaft.

3. Washer. i()

4. Nut.

The tad must be big enough so that when the nut As tightened, it won't pull

out.
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The shaft has to be strong enough so,that when stress is put on it, it will

not break.

The washer is wide enough to spread the impact or bearing area as the bolt

is tightened.

The shaft is threaded on one end and the but is tightened on the.threads. The

size and shape of'the bolt is decided by the-architect.

e,

These bolts are installed when work nears sills or finished height, or whE

specified by'the architect. The head-and most of the shaft of the bolt are

embedded in grout or mortar which is placed .in the cores of the units. The

top of the shaft is placed through the holesjof the member to be anchored.

The washer and nut are then tightened, anchoring the part to the masonry wall.

When anchoring to existing masonry walls is necessary, an expanding bolt is

used.

A hole is drilled slightly larger than the diameter of the bolt. The hole must

be deep enough so the full length of the bolt will fit in the wall. As the nut

ilightened, the end of the bolt will expand. This will put pressure on the

sides of the hole and prevent the bolt from pulling out.

It is important that walls be tied and anchored properly to ifisure strong'and

sturdy walls and structures.
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Self ,

tA _.
_.

.-

,

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. ,
,

,

%

I. Why are multi-wythe walls tied together?

,

2. What kind of boltis used when anchoring an existing wall?
'',

CUP

t

3. What diameters do wall ties usually come in?

4. What are the four parts of an anchor bolt?

5. What are the two principle types of wall -ties?

,

1G4
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Self gssessment
Answers

1. To act as a single unit.

2. Expansion bolt.

3. 1/8 to 3/16 inches

4. a. Head.

b. Shaft.

c. Washer.

d. Nut.

5. a. Lateral.

b. Horizontal.

,.
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Job Sh t 0
FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO THE FOLLOWING TASK.

'Materials and Tools

materials and tools used in bond section

"Z" ties

truss ties

Build a composite wall of block tie walls with every course alternating hori-

zontal, and lateral ties.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

t
WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.

I. What are the two ends of the anchor straps attached to?

2. Where is the weight distributed to when walls are anchored?

3. What widths do horizontal ties come in?

4. What length do horizontal ties come in?

5. Lateral ties work about the same as

6. Which of the two types f ties is better?

7. Why is it important that the walls be tied and anchored properly?

163
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. One end is embedded in the mortar and the other end is tied to a part of

the building.

2. The footing.

3. 3" to 16"

4. 8' to 12'

5. A masonry header.

6. Horizontal.

7. To insure strong, sturdy structures.

1A



MASONRY SA4, CUTTING BRICK AND ROCK UNITS

Goal:
The student will be able to operate a

masonry saw and also ..it units using a

hammer and a brick set.
/

165

Performance Indicators:
The student will successfully complete

a Self Assessment. a Job Sheet and a

Post Assessment.



INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the dule, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good aderstanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored pc ly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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tteocluction

In bricklaying, sometimes it is necessary to cut masonry units. This section

will explain how it is done using a masonry saw and using a brick set.

16711
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

ROUGH CUT--A cut that is not straight (hammer cut).

SCORE--To make a groove on the trice of a masonry unit.
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t,

Information

When building masonry projects, a bricklayer tries to lay out a.project using

full units. This is not always possible. In cases where full units cannot be

used (such as doors, windows, and other openings), a cut is made. cut may

also be necessary to reach the correct d:wensions and form different types of

bonds. A bricklayer can make cuts by using several different tools:

I. Brick hammer.

2. Brick set.

3. Masonry Saw.

BRICK HAMMER.

Cutting the units with a hammer should be done only when a rough cut can be

used. For example,

I. When cutting a snap or clipped-header where only the head will

be exposed.

2. When cutting used brick where a straight sharp cut would look

out of place.

The hammer has a head made of hard tempered steel. One end of the hammer head

is flat with sharp edges. The other end, called the peen; is chisel-shaped.

The cut is made by holding the brick firmly in the hand. Using the peen end

of the hammer, the bricklayer scores the brick. This is done by lightly tapping

the brick on the line where the brick is to be cut. If brick is not scored,

the unit may break unevenly or it may cause the unit to shatter.

The brick is then broken by striking the scored line with the flat end of the

hammer. 't should be hit hard enough to break it with one'blow. This will

ensure a clean cut. (Remember to keep thumb and fingers out of the way when

scoring or breaking units.)
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If the cut is too rough it can be finished or straightened by lightly tapping

the rough edge with either end of'the hammer.-

When cutting units, goggles should be worn to proterct eyes from flying brick

chips.

BRICK SET

_When more precise cutting is required and a saw is not'available a brick set

is used. A set is Alsect with either a brick hammer or a sledge hammer.

1. The unit is placed on a flat surface.

2. It is marked with a pencil where it is to be cut on both face

sides of the brick.

3. The set is then placed on the mark and tapped lightly with the

hammer on both sides.

4. This will leave a score about 1/32" to 1/16" deep.

5. The part of the brick that is to be used as the cut should

be .closest to the bricklayer when being cut.

6. The set is placed on the score mark.

7. One blow of the hammer on top of the set should be enough to

cut the brick.

Goggles should also be worn when using the hammer and set.

MASONRY SAW

For bigger jobs where a large number of cuts are required, a masonry saw is

used. The saw is much faster than the set and much more accurate than either

the hammer or; brick set method. An adjustable guide can be fastened to the saw

table. This device can pe set to make different size tuts. Once it is adjusted,

it can be tightened. This will allow the bricklayer to make a large number of

cuts the same size.

Operating the Saw

Before operating the saw, there are a few things to check:

1. Make sure the electrical cord is free from breaks, loose or

broken connections, and is plugged in.

2. Most portable saws come in different voltages, such as 115 and

220 volts. It is important that they be hooked up to.the pro-

per power source.
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3. Be sure the blade is tight. Different types of blades can be

used.

a. A wet blade is used for harder materials. It is a steel

blade with industrial diamonds set in the edges of the

blade. Water is pumped over the blade to keep it cool.

The water also keeps the dust down. Ear protection should

be used when using this blade.

b. A dry blade or carborendum blade is used for cutting softer

material. No water is used with this blade. A dust'mask

should be worn when working with the dry blade.

4. Make sure all belts are covered and all parts are working properly.

'The brick saw has a sliding table onto which the unit is placed. The unit is

narked and adjusted under the blade so the blade will cut accurately. This

is done with the saw turned off.

\

Ibe blade is approximately 1/8" thick. rie cut should be mede on the side of

the line (unit) that is not to be used as a cut. (Shown below.) This will

compensate for the blade width.

The cut sho"1d be made on the left side of the line.

(If more than a few cuts of the same size are to be made, a guide is used.)

After checking and marking, the unit to be cut is then slid back away, from the gib

blade. The saw is turned on and the'blade is brought into contact with the unit.IMF

The unit (on the sliding table) is.pcshed and pulled back and forth while applying

172 17G



gentle pressure. The unit must be held firmly against the table to avoid move-

ment which would cause the unit to be pushed backwards. Keep applying pressure

and moving the unit until it is cut. (The operator should always wear safety

,glasses. Gloves and heavy duty shoes should be worn when necessary.)

In all three methods (the hammer, hammer and set, and the masonry saw), a

number of cuts should be made ahead of time. This will speed up production and

make the work much easier.

6
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Job Sheet

.

fOLLOWING-THE-STEPS-OUTLINED IN-TRE INFORMATION SECTION, DOME FOUND* TASKS.

Materials and Tools

hammer

brick set

masonry saw

8" block

brick

tape measure

pencil

1. _Using the brick set, cut a brick 6 1/2" long.

2. U3iug a hammer, cut a brick approximately 4 inches lrg.

3. Using a masnnry saw, make 3 cuts:

a. 3 5/8"

b. 6 1/4"

c. 11 5/8"

176
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LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Cutting the units with a hammer should be done only when a

cut may be used.

a. straight

b. smooth

c. rough

2. The hammer head is made of

a. rubber

b. tempered steel

c. T.N.T.

3. A dry blade is used for cutting

a, softer material

b. harder material

c. neither a nor b

4. A brick set is used when

a. saw is not available

b. precise cutting is necessary

c. both a and b

material.

5. When using a wet blade, water is pumped onto the blade to

a. cool the blade

b. cool the unit

c. cool the saw motor

IV lb°
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1. c

2. b

3. a

4. c

5. a
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CLEANING BRICKWORK

Goal:

The st! .ent will be able to identify

.

Pei forrna-ce Indicators:

The studentwill complete a-Self Assessment,

and clear' common masonry stains. an Assignment and a Post Assessment.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you 'omplete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell-you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This a test for you to piove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study/the Information' section or ask your teacher for help.

5. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give he exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Introduction

A bricklayer must be able to clean new or existing brickwork: It-M6st be clean

9 enouO to satisfy the architect, the owner and the contractor. This section

will cover how to identify and properly clean masonry.

181
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Supplementary
References.....--..i.......

Brick and Block Construction, I.M.A.T. Taylor and Randolph.. pp. 198-20!.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information

A bricklayer must know what materials are needed to clean masonry and how these

materials are used. Properly cleaning brickwork depends on the type of surface

to .be cleaned and the mattervor type of material to be removed.

Smooth-textured units are much easier to clean than rough-surfaced units. A

cleaning agent that will work fine for cleaning the brick could damage the mortar

joint.

'nen trying to clean brickwork, the bricklayer should keep three things in mind:

1. The type of units to be cleaned.

2. The foreign matter be removed.

3. Cleaning and cleaning agents used.

TYPE OF UNIT TO BE CLEANED

Brick with different textures may require different cleaning methods. Mortar

and grout smears and other stains on smooth surface units can be very easy to

clean. This is because there is less surface for the matter to stick to or

become embedded in. For example, glazed units or tile can be wiped clean with

a soft cloth; rough units may require a pressure washer, acid, or sandblasting

to remove stains and matter. This is because the foreign substances have pene-
_

trz.ted the pores. Both cough and smooth surfaced units mutt be rinsed thoroughly.

FOREIGN MATTER

Most stain on brickwork comes from salt deposits or minerals in the brick.

Studies show that only a very small amount of the bricks made in the United'

States contain enough soluble (able to be dissolved) salts to cause these .stains.

183 18G
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Efflorescence

Thi', is the deposit of water soluble salts in the pores or on the surface of

the unit. It is usually a white powder or crystalization, but, in some cases,

it may be green or brown. The water that is used when making or setting the

unit brings efflorescence to the surface. The salts are left behind after the

water evaporates. Efflorescence may also come from the mortar, the wet ground

sLrrounding the work, or salts in any cleaning agents that are not thoroughly

rinsed from the wall.

Vanadium

This salt stain is a green cast (tint) and may appear on the bricks after they

have been washed with acid. This appears because of a chemical reaction with a

metallic deposit inside the brick caused by the cleaning acid or by drying. This

stain appears mostly in lighter-colored'brick.

Manganese

Manganese stain is a brownish, oily stain that appears on the mortar joint and

drips down on the masonry work. It is caused by a reaction between rain and the

minerals or color additives in the unit.

CLEANING AND AGENTS USED

Cleaning methods and cleaning agents are different for each stain.

Efflorescence Stain

Some efflorescence will disappear with normal weathering. It can also be

brushed away with a dry brush. In severe.cases, it should be washed with a

diluted solUtion of hydrochloric (muriatic) acid (usually 9 parts water to I

part acid).

When washing masonry work, the weather should be as dry as possible. This will

held, prevent more efflorescence from coming out of the units because they will

dry faster.

Vanadium Stain

For cleaning vanadium stain, the wall must be wet first. The wall is scrubbed

with a solution of

I. Potassium,

or 187 184



2. Sodium hydroxide (Drano).

(Mix two pounds per gallon of water. Leave the solution on the wall for 2 to

3 days. It should dry to a white powder or salt and be hosed off.)

Manganese Stain

This stain is one of the hardest to remove. It can be removed quickly with very

strong acid, but doing this will destroy the mortar joint. One recommended

method is to wash it with a mixed solution of:

part acetic - acid_

I part hydrogen peroxide

6 parts water

To prevent stain from reappearing, rinse off solution with water and brush on

1 part organic acid

3 parts water

This solution should be left on the wall.

Mortar, Grout and Dirt Stains

Dirt stains will usually come right off by using a scouring powder or detergent

and a scrub brush. Mortar and grout stains may have to be scraped off. On-rough.

textured units, a pressure or steam washer may be used. The water and steam

pressure will "blow" the mortar and grout off ti.e brick. Care should be taken'

that pressure is not strong enough to damage mortar joints.

In some pressure or steam washers, muriatic acid may be added to Clean stubborn

stains'.

On new construction, cleaning can be made easier by keeping the work clean while

building the project. Care should be'taken when washing with acid not to use too

much, since it will damage the surface of the unit and mortar joints. When wash-

ing with acid, rubber gloves should be worn.
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If
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS-FOLIOWEDBY A -NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETION5.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Brickwork must be clean enough to satisfy the:

a. architect

b. owner

c. both a and b

2. Cleaning brickwork depends on:

a. type of surface to be cleaned

b. matter to be removed

c. both a and b
O

3. Cn new -construction, cleaningt.can be made easier by:

a. keeping woric clean

b. using no mortar

c, using.a stick for a trowel

4. Too much pressure in a pressure washer may:

a get everything wet

damage r)rtar joints

c. waste water

5. For.removing dirt stains, is/are used:

a. Jetergent

b. scouring powder

c. both a and b

186
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Y

Self Assessment
Answers

1. c

2. c

3. a

4. b

5. c

a

4,

/
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Assi t
FROM THE INFORMATION SECTION, DECIDE WHICH CLEANING METHOD IS BEST FOR EACH

SITUATION.

1. You are hired,to clean a stone veneer building in Sidney, Australia. The

wall has brow streaks running out of the mortar joints. Identify stain

and tell how kou would clean this building.

2., You are hired to clean the London Bridge. it has white powder all over

it. How would you clean it?

3. On your way home, look at the brick buildings along the way. See if you

can identifykny stains you may see.

188
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Post
Assessment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING STATEMEtTS BY WRITING THE CORRECT WORD OR WORDS IN THE

BLANKS PROVIDED.

I. Whjc stain is usually the hardest to remove?

1

2. Whaltccolorismanganese stain?

3. What color is an efflorescence stain?

4. What color is a vanadium stain?

5. Most stains on brickwork occur from

6. What three things should a bricklayer keep in mind when cleaning brickwork?

a.
b.

c.

/,
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Ass

Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. manganese stain

2. broWn

3. white

4. green

5. soluble salt deposits

6. a. the foreign matter to be removed

b. type of unit to be cleaned

d. cleaning, and agents used

190
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ROTARY HAMMER

Goal:

The student will be able to assemble

and operate a rotary hammer.

t

4.,

191

Performance Indicatois:

The student will complete a Job Sheet

and a Post Assessment.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
6

Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off as

you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and rerformance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Information sectio"i. This Section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. . Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks .listed on tfie Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

5.- Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

.0>
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nPr oduction

In bricklaying, sometimes it is necessary to drill holes into walls or to remove

masonry by chiseling. This section will explain how this is done with a rotary

hammer.

193 196
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Supplementary
References

Bosch Power Tools Pamphlet, 1980. pp. 3-10.
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Information

DRILLING

A rotary hammer is a drill with a hammering &vice inside. It is used to drill

holes into masonry walls. The most commonly used rotary hammer is the medium

heavy duty. (They range from light to heavy duty.) All harmers are different,

but also alike in many ways. A regular drill may.not be able to drill into

masonry, but with a rotary hammer, the hammering device pounds the bit into the'-

wall as the bit turns. The drill turns at approximately 450 r.p.m. (r.p.m. =

revolutions per minute), and hammers approximately 3000 blows a minute. Most

newer hammers are equipped with safety features such as:

1. Hammer shuts off when servicing is neccessary.

2. Safety clutch; drill will stop if bit binds.

3. Double insul.tion gives maximum electrical safety.

,t

A special bit is used for drsilling into masonry walls. The tip of this bit is

carbide. Carbide is a very durable (long-lasting) compound containing carbon.

These bits range in size from 3/16" to 1 1/2" for the r,edium heavy duty hammer.

Drilling holes is necessary for expansion bolts and anchor bolts. Sometimes it

is necessary to drill larger holes through walls for1plumbing. In these cases,

a core bit is used. Up to a 3" hole can be drilled with a medium heavy duty

hammer. Carbide teeth are staggered around the core bit.

CHISELING

Sometimes it is necessary to tear down existing walls or to smooth out rough

footings. For small jobs a hammer and a chisel can be used. For larger jobs a

rotary hammer with a chisel bit may be used. The carbide bit is removed from

the rotary hammer, and a chisel bit is put in. The chisel (or flat chisel) is

inserted into the rotary hammer the same way as the carbide bit. The difference

19'5 198



is that the chisel bit does not turn. The hammering actioji of the rotary

hammer forces the bit into the wall, breaking up the structure. Chisel bits

come in various sizes and shapes for different jobs.

A rotary hammer, if used right, will help make the bricklayer's job easier.

Goggles should be worn at all times while operating the rotary ammer. This

will help prevent injury to the eye.
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Job Sh t
4

FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

TASKS.

Materials and Tools

, masonry wall

carbide bits

chiSel bits

.

1. Using the rotary hammer, drill two holes in a masonry wall.

2. Using the rotary hammer with a chisel bit, tear down a small masonry wall.

4
I.
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1

Post
A

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A-NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SELECT THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WICH ANSWERS THE QUES-

nor OR COMPLETES THE STAiEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE BLANK

PROVI A.

1. What is the most commonly used hammer?

a. light duty

b. medium heavy duty

c. heavy duty

2. Approximately how many r.p.m. does the rotary hammer turn?

a. 750 r.p.m.

b. 450 r.p.m.

c; 1450 r.p.m.

P

3. Approximately how many blows per minute does the rotary hammer produce?

a: 3000

b. ..5300

c. 7200

4. What kind of bit is used for drilling into masonry?

a. diamond

b. carbide

c. titanium

198 201
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5. The drilling bits for the medium heavy duty rotary hammer range in 'size

from:

a.' 3/16 Co 1 1/2 ,inches

b. 1 1/2 to5 1/2 inches

c. 3/8 to 2 5/8 inches 1,

6. When are goggles necessary for operating the rotary hammer?

a. whenever you remember. 401-
A'

b. after your teacher reminds you.

c. at all times.





PNEUMATIC HAMMER

I
The student will be able to assemble and

demonstrate the correct use of,a pneu-

matic hammer. ,

Performance Inclbstors

The stddent.Will ccmplete a Job Sheet

and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guid rir
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read A Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.
"IP

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

- ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This. section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject1

0

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

202
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Introduction

In bricklaying it is sometimes necessary to tear down existing walls. In these

cases a bricklayer may use a pneumatic hammer. This modu'e will explain how.

$A
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

CONSUMPTION--To use up.

a
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Supplementary
References

Construction Tools (Pamphlet). American Pneumatic Tool Company, 1977.
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Information

A pneumatic (air) hammer is used on larger jobs where a rotary hammer is too

small. The air haulier must be used with a compressor to operate.

The compressor pumps air through hoses connected to the hammer. Average size

hammers are about 24" long and weigh from al to 100 lbs. The hammer's air

consumption is anywhere from 30 to 80 c.f.m. (cubic feet per minute-Yea 90pAfti.

(pounds per square inch). That is, the compressor pushes air through the hose

at a pressure of 90 p.s.i. and the hammer uses the air pressure at a rate of 30

to 80 c.f.m. depending on the size of the hammer.

The nammer has a trigger on the handle which releases air into the hammer. The

air goes through a flapper valve that opens and closes as the hammer fills with

air. This operates the hammering mechanism inside the hammer.

Chisels (chucks) are inserted into the end of the hammer. Chucks comtltin my

different sizes and shapes and are made for many different uses. TVrti are:

chucks for chipping, pave breaking, clay digging, pipe driving and more.

Whenever using the pneumatic hammer, goggles and ear protection should be worn.

206
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b Sheet
Materials and Tools

pneumatic hammer

compressor

hoses and chisels (cnucks)

goggles

ear protection

Following the steps outlined in the information section, do the following task.

1. Using the pneumatic hammer, chisel (tear down) the wall that was built in

the grouting and reinforcing section.
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Post
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. A pneumatic hammer is usually used on

a. smaller

b. medium

c. larger

2. The average length of the hammer is about

a. 15"

b. 17"

c. 24"

3. The weight of the hammer ranges from

a. 30 to 100 lbs.

b. 100 to 300 lbs.

c. 15 to 20 lbs.

4. The pneumatic hammer has a trigger on the

a. compressor

b. hose

c. handle

5. C.f.m. means

a. cubic feet per minute

b. celsius fahrenheit measurement

c. none of the above

208
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6. Chisels or chucks are inserted into the

a. side

b. end

c. back

s.,

209
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

.611...

1. c

2. c

3. a

4. c

5. a

6. b

Woe
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The student will be able to lay different

types of stone and know the character-

istics of those types.

I.

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self Assess-
:

ment, a Job Sheet, an Assignment and a

Post Assessment.
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Study Guide

S

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

I. ,, Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3, Study the Vocabulary fiction. Vocabulary words are important for a

a good understanding of trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This sectio* will give you the informa-..

tion you need to understand the subject.

5.1 Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test fbr you to prove to your-
,

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, Which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Aisignment page.

7. Do the Job Sheet, Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

'.The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

\. will be helpful to you.

8. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you nave completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

)
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,

Introduction
e

Stone which supports heavy loads must be strong. The weight which a stone

wall can support depends on ttie strength of the stone. This section will

cover the characteristics anewill explain how stone is laid.

213
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Vocabulary
.00

,

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

LAMINATED FORM--Layers or layered material.

COMPOSITION- -Make up, structure.

411 QUARRIED- -Dug up from the ground.

SI
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';

S/upplernentary
References

.10

O .

Lane Communit Colle e Britkla in A renticeshi Corres ondence Course,

Lesson 5. pp. 73 -75.
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Information

Stone is found on top of the ground and in formations in.the ground, from which

:many types of stone are quarried. Stone varies in hardness, depending mostly

on the chemical composition. When used with mortar, stones can be laid to form

strong, sturdy structures.

TYPES OF STONE 10

There are many, many different types of stone. We will discuss four types:

1. Sandstone.

2. Limestone.

,3. Granite.

4. tlates.

Sandstone

Sandstone is made of grains of sand cemented together by silica, alumina, car-

bonate.,of lime or iron oxide. The best sandstone is the close-grain type, which

'contains silica. The st^nc!s may be blue, brown, grey, pink or red. Stone con-
.

taining too much iron oxide should:not be used becal::e the iron may be oxidized

by the weather and leave rust stains.

Limestone

Limestone is a rock that is made mostly of organic remains (air-al or shellsi.

It ..nsists mainly of calcium carbonate and magnesiecarbonate. The stones may

be .1 Ae-grain; medium grain or coarse grain. The coarseness of the grain

depent;, on whether clay, sand or shale is in tP.,. stone. (When burned, limestone

will make the lime which is used in mortar.)

Granite

Granite is one of the strongest.stones. Especially the ones contaii ing.quartz.

Granite also contains feldspar, a crystalline'orineral that contains aluminum
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silicates with either pc assium, sodium calcium or borium mica.

Granite stone is used for foundations because it is so strong. It is also

used for columns, pavings and other such structures.

Slate

Slate is made mostly of a combination of sand and clay. It is a close-grained

stone. It is in laminated form and is split into sheets for use. Slate is

used ft; roof facing, blackboards and other forms of building stone.

HOW TO LAY STONE

Stone is usually laid up with type "S" mo.rtar. Less water is used to keep the

mortar stiffer, which helps to hold the units up.. Each stone should be laid on

its longest side (long side down). Thicker stones should be laid on the lower

coarses. Smaller and larger stones should be staggered (large-small-large-small,

etc.) so that the looks uniform. The lap of the vertical joints should be

at least V.

The thickness of the bed joints depends on the stone used. When making bed

joints, enough mortar is spread to completely fill the space5etween the two

stones. The head joifits are made by slushing mortar betweeff the joints with a

trowel. Before the stone is laid, it is shaped with a hammer. Safety goggles

should always be worn when shaping stone.

FINISHING JOINTS

Eecause of the uneven weight distribution of stone, -the mortar should be allowed

to set a little longer than it would for brick or block. Jointing is done with

a tt' _rowel. The mortar is cut off and compressed (held or pushed) to the

wall until the j "ints have a smooth consistency. Then the joints are brushed.

Stone should be laid straiOht and be kept as pl., as possible. Because of the

different shapes and thicknesses of the ston.s, some parts of the stone will stick

out from the face of the wall.
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. Self
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SELECT THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWERS THE

QUESTION OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND Ptt!CE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

I. What is the best sandstone for stonework?

a. cut grain

b. close grain

c. no grain

2. What does the bdst sandstone contain?

a. fools gold

b. silica

c. all of above

3. Granite is usually used for:

a. foundations

b. columns

c. both a and b

4. Slate is used for:

a. blackboards

b. facing

c. both a and b

5. The lap of the vertical joint should be at least

a. 4"

b. 2 3/8"
, 218

c. 8" 221
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11- Self Assessment
Answers

0

1. b

2. b

3. c

4. c

5. a
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Assignment

COMPLETE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING.

I. Ask your instructor to bring in samples of the four types of st discussed

in this module. Examine them so you will be able to identify them later.

2. Find examples of walls or fireplaces which are made from the four types of

stone covered in this module. Examine them for quality of workmanship.

Write a brief report and give it to your instructor.

220
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Materials and Tools

trowel

flamer

tuck pointer

material and tools listed in "mixing mortar"

stone

Q

Following the steps outlined in the information section, complete the following.

1. Build a wall 3' X 3'. Be sure the ends of the wall are plumb.

.
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Po t
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE QUESTIONS OR STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE

ANSWERS OR COMPLETIONS. SELECT THE ANSWER OR COMPLETION WHICH ANSWERS THE

QUESTION OR COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE LETTER IN THE

BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Limestone is made up mostly of:

a. organic remains

b. lime and stone

c. concrete

2. The coarseness of the grain depends on whether is in the stone.

a. sand

b. shale

c. all of the above

3. Granite is one of the

a. strongest

b. lightest

c. weakest

4. Slate is made up mostly of:

a. sand

b. clay

c. both a and b

of stones.

5. Stone is usually laid with type mortar.

a. "S"

b. "M"

c. "K"
222
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

Ii

1. a

2. c

3. a

4. c

5. a

223
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CAULKING

The student will be able to work a

caulking gun and explain where and why

caulk is used.

Performance Indicators:
The student will complete a Job Sheet

and a Self and Post Assessment.

227
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Study Guide
b

In order to firish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

)/

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators On the cover of the module. /

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

.
2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the-module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Assessment exam.- This is a test for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Caulking is used around doors, windows, expansion joints and other places.

Its main purpose is to protectAtale building from moisture penetration. Th s

module will cover how this is dohelnd different types of caulk which are used.

.1
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/ , VOcabulary

...

r. _

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these Words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to
.

.

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

NON - TOXIC- -Not poisOnoys.
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Supplementary
References
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Info tion ti

Lt is important that a bricklayer be'able to apply caulking material to cracks.

and openings. This must be done properly to insure that the caulkingstays in

place after being applied. When using caulk, 3things are done:

1. Preparing the surface.

2. Applying caulk.

3. Smoothing caulk.

.4

PREPARING THE SpRFACE

Most caulking requires a clean and dry surface for iyt to adhere properly. Caulk

ing should be done at temperatures above 40°, otherwise it may not spread or set

properly. It shouid also be done on dry days because moisture might prevent

the caulking from sticking!

Clean the area with'.a stiff brush. This will clean out most dirt and mortar:

For surfaces with oil or grease, a cloth soaked in mineral spirits should be

used. ,

The minimum recommended size opening for applying caulking 4s 1/4" to 3/8".

Sometimes the openings are notithe'recommended size. They may be larger or

speller. Too small an opening can be made l*-a7lger by using a hammer and chiiel,

knife or raking tool. Too large an opening can be filled with_a j %int filling

compound.
/

If the space to be caulked is too deep.(more than 1/4" to 3/8"), it may be nec-
, 1.

essri% to '.chink" it. Chinking is filling the joint to the pr9pd* depth, (if

the space is 2" or deeper). In chinking, mortar is used to place and hold small

pieces of brick, block or slate in the space. (For spaces less than deep, a
/

joint filler can be used. This joint ft

I
ler is made of closed cell vinyl, and

,

st.
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polyethylene foam. The joint filler is pressed int(' the joint to form a bed

for the caulking compound.)

APPLY CAULKING

Two tools most commonly used to apply caulk are the caulking knife and'the

caulking gun._

The CaulkingKnife

Knife' grade caulking is useclowoen using a knife. It comes in a can. It is

almost a solid material resembling putty.2 A spatula, putty knife or a tool

very similar is used to-apply this caulking.

The caulk is taken from, the din and placed onto the joint. The knife is then

pressed firmly on the wall and worked downward, smoothing the joint.

L IL
I

Caulking Gun

Gun grade caulk is used with caulking guns. This type of caulk comes-in two

different containers:

I. Tubes.

2. Larg container (5 gallon bucket).

Gun grade caulking is thinner than the knife grade caulking. It is more of a

paste arldHmoves smoothly through the gun onto the surface.

The tube-type caulk is used in what is called a half-barrel gun. The tube is

raced in the gun so that the push rod will,force the caulk out of the nozzle.
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The nozzle is cut at a 45 dagree angle. This makes it easier to guide the

aun along the surface. The tubes are sealed, so it is. necessary to puntture

the end with a nail or wire.

The caulk that comes in bulk containers is usejd with a full barrel gun. To

load this gun:

1. The nozzle is removed.

2. The tip of the gun is placed about 1/2" into the caulk.

3. The plunger is then pulled, creating a suction and pulling thF

caulk into the gun..

4. After filling, he end is cleaned and the nozzle is replaced.

5. Full barrel guns have set nozzles. Each has a' different size

opening.

Some pressure is required to force tne caulk into the opening. The speed

\ of. movement along the joint or crack should be adjusted so that the -oening

is filled in one pass.

SMOOTHING CAULK

Caulking can be given a neat and smooth ,ppearance by smoothing with a spoon

or some round object. If caulk is non-toxic, the finger may be used: When

using any type of caulk, be sure that it adheres to both surfaces.

SUMMARY

Caulking is a very important part of bricklaying. It helps low6r the cost of

maintenance and operation. For example, a crack 1/32" around a door.can add up
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to a space of approximately 8". If there are too many cracks of this size,

it could be very costly to maintain.
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Self
Assessment

. 4.

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. ' Caulking should be done at temperatures above:

a.' 45°

b. 160°

c. 40°

d. 212°

2. The weather condition must be a v so the caulking will:

a. stick properly

b. spread or set properly

c. adhere properly

d. all of the above

3. The minimum size opening recommended for caulking is:

a. 1/2 to 5/8"

b. 1/4 to 3/8"

c 1/3 to 7/9"

4. To clean surfaces with oil or grease, should be used.

a. stiff brush

b. cloth soaked in mineral spirits

c. rubbing compound

233



5. For joints too small. a

recommended width.

a. hammer and chisel

b. raking tool

c. knife

d. all of the above

may be used to widen them to

6. Two tools most commonly used for applying caulk are:

a. knife and gun

b. raking tool and hammer

c. chisel and pliers
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Self Assessment
Answers

1. c

2. d

3. b

4. b

5. d

6. a
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FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO THE FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

caulking gun (full or half barrel)

caulking knife (putty knife, spatula, etc.)

caulk (knife and gun grade)

stiff brush

rag soaked in mineral spirits

1. Caulk or re-caulk an expansion joint. Be sure the space is clean and

caulking adheres to both surfaces.

2. Check the doors around your building. Re-caulk if necessary.
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Post
Ass I.

WRITE AN ANSWER TO THE FOLLOWING.

I. Explain the difference between a half barrel caulking gun and a full barrel

caulking gun. 4,

----/-...
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Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

A half-barrel caulking gun uses tubes of caulking compound. A' push rod forces

caulk out the barrel nozzle. A full-barrel gun must be loaded by placing the

gun tip into caulk and pulling a plunger.

4.



CODES

Goal:

The student will be to identify

types of codes and explain the purpose

for them.

239

Performance kidicators:
The student will complete an Assignment

and a. Post Assessment.
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Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

T'is will tell you whdt you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5: Do the Assignment page. Follow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

You have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.

.240
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Introduction

The building codes are made to add greater safety to the public and better

building construction by'uniformity of building codes. This section will help

you become familiar with a few of these building codes and the reasons for them.

r-
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Vocabulcay

deTeide terms.ai;'Very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these wordslandranings. When yoU have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you the words and their meanings.

mmik . '

y.

,

--The same all over...
REVISED -- Updated.

RELATED--Similar.

TERMINATION--To stop.
i
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Supplementary
References
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information

Uniform Building Codes (UBC) were first started in 1927. The code was made up

by the International Coge ,e of Building Officials in Phoenix, Arizona.

These codes are revised and updated every 3 years. The UBC covers fire, life

and structural safety of all buildings and related structures. -

Along with the UBC, there are several other publications: Uniform Mechanical

Code, Uniform Housing Code, Uniform Sign Code, etc. If these codes are not

followed, the building ^fficial (inspector) may order the work stopped until

the work is'corrected. The building official, has the powers of a police officer

in these situeion:.

Before any building is started, the builder must obtain a building permit.

Wnen an inspection is necessary, the builder calls the building department and

an inspector is sent out. After the inspector approves the structure, the /

builder can resume building.

With over 70 chapters in the UBC, it would take months to cover all the' material.

This sectioKwill cover a few codes on masonry.

SEC. 3703 A.

Chimney shall be designed, anchored, supported and reinforced as required in

this chapter. A chimney shall not support any structural load other than its

owo weight unless resigned as a supporting member.

This code me. -2s sure that the chimney will be built correctly so that it will be

a strong, sturdy structure. It also makes sure that the masonry and wood are

not buil together. This is because the wood and masonry do not shrink or settle

together. If built together, the difference of settling may cause cracks.

244
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SEC. 3703 P.

The footing is required to be 8" thick and extend 6" beyond the sides of the

fireplace foundation walls.

This code insures that the footings for the fireplace are thick enough and wide

enough to support the weight of the entire fireplace.

SEC. 3704 D.

Chimney Offsets

This section permits chimney offsets, at an angle not to exceed 45 degrees from'

the vertical position.

This code makes sure that the chimney is not slanted too much. Too much slant

may prevent air from circulating properly.

SEC. 3703 F.

Chimney Termination

Chimneys must extend no less than 2 feet above any part of a building within

10 feet, measured horizontally.

This code insures that the chimney is built high enough so that any sparks or

fire will not some into contact with the roof.

SUMMARY

Codas were made to protect the consumer by making sure all buildings are con-

structed pretty much the same (uniform). This is done by following the best

codes for the type of building at that time.

As construction improves, the codes will change, keeping the methods of construc-

tion uniform all uver the country.
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Assignment

COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING ASSIGNMENT.

Material

Revised edition UBC

_---

I. Write out one code for two of the following that you think a e important.

Why?

a. masonry

b. hangars, air-cra t

c. motion picture mac ne booth

d. demolition

246
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Po t
Asse$sment

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. The UBC covers

a. fire

b. life

lc, structural safety

d. all of the above

.2. In situations concerning building, the inspector has the same powers as a

a. fireman

b. police officer

c. minister

d. all of the above

3. Chimneys shall be designed, anchored, supported and reinforced so that

they:

a. won't fall over

b. will be strong sturdy structures

c. function as the book says

4 The footing is required to be a certain size so that:

a. it is tnick and wide enough to support the weight

b. it will use up concrete

c. it will withstand nuclear attack

247
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5. Chimney angles do not exceed 45 degrees because it

a. may prevent proper circulation

b. may slant

c. both a and b

6. Chimneys must extend no less than 2 feet above or 10 feet away because

a. the wind might blow them over

, b, sparks may cause a fire

c. you can then see a chimney from the front of your house.

248
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°Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. d

2. b

3. b

4. a

5. a

6. b

249
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FIREPLACE FOOTINGS

,

L

Goal:

The student will be able to explain why

a footing is structurally sound and will

demonstrate the procedure.

250 1

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete an Assignment

and a Post Assessment.

© Copyright 1979, Oiigon Deportment of Education 253
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Study Guide

In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

is you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Perf6nmance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. )0 the Assignment page. Fellow the instructions at the top of the

Assignment page.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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kitmoduction

-,

Fireplaces are becoming more populartbecause of the high Lost of heating. Along

with the heating value of a fireplace, it also increases the beauty and value

of a building.

This section will deal not with the fireplace but with the footing on which the

fireplace sits. Because of the great weight that will be resting on the footing,

the footing must be strong and immobile (non-movable).
)

.

,
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Trade terms are very important Tor good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings., When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz,you on the words and their meanings.

PSF--Per square foot

EXPANSIVE--Soil that expands and contracts with moisture.

253
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Supplementary
References

1. IMAT Brick and Block Construction, Vol. III. Taylor and Randolph, 1977.

pp. 210-212.

2, Uniform Building Code. Chapter 37. Masonry Chimneys and Fireplaces, 1979.
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Information

Although bricklayers rarely build a fireplace footing, it is important that
4

they be familiar with it. This is because once the fireplace is built on it,

it more or less becomes the bricklayer's responsibility.

First of all, the soil should be checked to see if it can withstand the weight.

The weight is the combination of the foOting/(that weighsan average of 144 lbs.

PSF), and the fireplace, which weighs apProximately 70 ,,lbs. per gross cubic foot.

Expansive soil should be avoided; that is soil that is made of clay. This soil

cracks when it dries (shrinks)' and expands when it gets wet. Expansive, soil may

cause cracks in the fireplace and the building foundation.

The fireplace footing is required by code to be at least 8" thick for single

standing fireplaces, and 12" thick for multiple standing fireplaces (when one is

above the other). It must also extend at least 6" past the fireplace foundation

walls. (See the illustration on the following page.)

The footing should be poured separately from the building's foundation walls.

Cracks may be caused if an uneven load is placed on the foundation if they are

poured together.

Fireplace footing is for the fireplace only. 'Other loads, such as floor luck.,

should not be rested on the 6" lip.

Footings must withstand large loads so it is important that they are constructed

correctly, from the proper type soilto the differences in thickness. Even

though bricklayers do not usually build the footings, it is important that they

know how they are built correctly so that damage to the fireplace will not result.
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Assignment

1 1

FROM WHAT YOU HAVE STUDIED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO THE FOLLOWING TASK.

411.

1. Visit a construction site where a fireplace is being built. Compare the

footing you see with what you have read in this section. Tell your ;Leacher

the differences you see, or write a report.

257 260
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Post
Assessment

r

LISTED BLLOW Mkt SATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTIY AND PLACE 'HE

LETTEk IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. The first thing that should be checked for a footing is the

a. sol,

b. concrete

c. wood around it

2. A fireplace weighs approximately p2r gross cubic foot.

a. 200 lbs.

b. 144 lbs.

c. 70 lbs.

3. The fireplace footings weighs approximately

a. 2000

b. 144 ,.

c. 70

4. A footing is required by code to be at least

a. 12

b. 8

c. 3 5/8

5. A footing should extend approximately 5" beyond the

a. building foundation walls

b. fireplace foundation wall

c. a or b. L.n.'ther
258 261
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If a building foundation and footing are poured together, an uneven

load set on it may cause

a. explosions

, b. ,earthquakes

c. cracks

i

1
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Ilinstr ctor
Post A sessment Answers

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. b

5. b

6. c
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FIREPLACE FIREBOX

Goal:

The student will be able to build a fire-

box with the correct type of brick.

261

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self Assess-

ment, a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the followins tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

1. Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

3. () Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Take the Self Assessment exam. This is a test for you to prove to your-

self th; you have learned the material you have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is on

t. ..age following the Self Assessment. If you scored poorly, re-study

the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

5. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listea on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

6. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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The opening in the fireplace where the fire is built is railed the firebox.

The firebox is made up of side walls and the inner hearth. Each firebox must

be built to plans and specifications, but some building requirements apply to

nearly all fireplaces. The section will cover these requirements.

263
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

COMPOSITION--What the material or unit is made of.

SEQUENCE--In the proper order.
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Supplementary
References

I. IMAT Brick and Block Construction Vol. III. Taylor and Randolph, 1977.

pp. 226-234.

2. Uniform Building Codes - Chapter 37. Masonry Chimneys and Fireplaces.

Based on the 1976 Oregon Structural Code. Printed - 1979.
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After the fireplace foundation. walls are built up high enough to enclose the

firebox, an inner foundation is built up to support the firebox. This is

built with regular block or brick to the proper height. A concrete slab is

then poured, or it may be decked off with 75% solid block where the firebox

will sit.

The inner hearth is then laid

There are two different methods used for the hearth. Some bricklayers use no

mortar, but lay the hricks tight against each other. Other bricklayers use

mortar. With the mortar method, joints should be very tight--3/16" or less.

Tight joints reduce chances of heat or fire from escaping from the firebox.

The fire brick are laid to cover the entire floor area of the firebox.

Firebrick is made from clay or shale that is almost completely free of impuri-

ties. Firebrick can withstand temperatures of 2,200°F. or more, depending on

the composition.

Th. side and the back walls are laid on the firebrick hearth. (See the illustra-

tion at the top of the following page.)

First, the firebe walls are laid out. The outer part of the firebox will be

the same size opening as the face of the fireplace (interior measurements).

On most fireboxes the side walls are 2 to 2 1/2 firebricks deep. The building

code calls for the depth to be not less than 18" from the inside of the face.

Side walls should slant inward to the back wall. (Shown in Figure 1.) The

side walls are laid up 4 courses. After the 4th course, the back wall slants

in, toward the front. The back wall must slant in for the damper to rest on
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the top. An average damper depth is 10 inches.' This means that the back wall

must slant in from the original depth to the 10" size.

By laying out and cutting the side walls dry to the required slope, it js possi-

ble to lay up side walls and, use the side walls as a guide to lay the back wall,

too. This is done by laying out the fire brick to the specified depth and

height; usually 9 bricks. Measure over on the top of the brick the depth of

the damper and place a mark. Using a straightedge, mark with a heavy duty pencil

a line from this mark to the lower corner (shown,in Figure 2). This is the slope,

but only for one side.

After a brick is cut, place it on a full brick and mark the cut with a pencil on

the other brick. This is the proper slope for the other side. (See the illustra-

tion at the top of the following page.) -

Be sure to number the bricks. This will insure the bricks do not get mixed up

and laid in the wrong sequence.
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Side and back walls are laid with mortar or fireclay, making joints no more

than 3/16". Fireclay is the most recommended mortar for fireboxes. Fireclay

is made of the same material as firebrick.

Firebrick should be Mid as tight as possible. To do this, a haAner is generally

used to form the joint and align the unit. Care should be takentnot to chip the

brick.

Using a damp sponge or a piece of Lurlap, excess fireclay off the firebricks.

Rubbing fills in small holes in the joints.

268
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S If
Assessment

\ LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.
4

\ 'SELECT THE COMPLETIONS WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE TnE
\

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

2.

The opening of the fireplace (where the fire is built) is called the:

a. chimney

b. firebox

c. footing

Joints should be of an inch or less.

a. 9/32

b. 7/16

c. 3/16

3. Firebrick is made from:

a. clay

b. shale

c. both a and b

4. Firebrick can withstand temperatures of over:

a. 600°

b. 2200°

C. 750'

4

5. The side al.. back walls are laid on the:

a. building foundation

b. fireplace foundation

c. inner hearth

269
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6. The firebox opening is the same size, ening as:

a. the face of the fireplace

b. inner wall

c. side wall

270
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A

Self Assessment
Answers

t I
1. b

S

2. c

3. c

b

5. c

6. a

J

r
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FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECITON, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING

TASK.

Materials and Tools

firebricks

saw

tape

pencil

straightedge

I. Following the steps in this section, lay out and build a firebox.

272
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Post
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMEmTS. IF THE STATEMENT TRUE, PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. The average damper width is 10 inches.

2. Tight joints reduce chances of heat and fire from escaping from the

firebox.

3. The,flrebricks are laid to cover the entire floor area of the firebox.

4. Code calls for the depth of the firebox to be not less t''n 18 inches

deep.

5. Fireclay is the most recommended mortar for fireboxes.

6. Fireclay is made up of the same material as firebrick.
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1. T

2. T

3. T

4. T

5. T

6. T

s

o
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FIREPLACE SMOKESHEI7

GOal:

The st ent will be able to identify the

purpr e and the placement of the smoke-

shelf and will construct a smokeshelf.

. Performance Ixlicators.
The student will complete a Job Sheet

and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish-this module, do the following tasks. Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Perforthance Indicators on the cover'of the module.

This will tell you what you Will learn by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it

2: Study the Vocabulary section. Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

3. Study the Information section. Thic-Uction will give you the infOrma-,

tion you need to understand the subject.

4. Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

willbe helpful to you.

5. Take the Post Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after you

have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

. these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

VOID--Open space

FLUE--A passageway for carrying smoke and gas vapors to the outside atmosphere.

PARGE--To spread mortar in an even coat over brick.
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Supplementary
References

so"

1. Brick and Block Construction. -Taylor and Randolph. .977. p. 234.

2. Uniform Building Codes. Chapter 37. Masonry Chimneys and Fireplaces.

Ba4ad on 1976 Oregon Structural Code. Printed 1976.
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Information

As the back wall of the firebox slopes in, it leaves'a void between the back

firebox wall and the bad( fireplace wall. This is where the smokeshelf is

placed. It is located in back and just below the damper.
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CR055 SECTION OF 5MOK.E.- CHP.M15E-Ft,

The smokeshelf is important because it helps the continuous circulation of air

within the flue. This creates what is called the chimney effect.

CHIMNEY EFFECT

As the warm air rises, it draws cold air down the flue. The warm air andcold

air mix when they reach the smokeshelf. This causes a draft to flow up the
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chimney. When there is no warm air in the fireplace, the cold air may enter the

room unless blocked by the smokeshelf or damper.

The smokeshelf connects the rear wall of the firebox to the fireplace'. This

is done by placing mortar and brick into the void to fill it up.

curve- the -top of- -the nrd.eshel-f- by shaping the- Norter: It 45- al so Important

that the rear wall be parged. (Depending on the slope and the size of the fire-

box wall, the smokeshelf's depth varies. Usually it is anywhere from 3" to 8".)

0

The smokeshelf is important in combination with the damper. If there was nothing

but a big hole up to the chimney it would always be drawing warm air out. This

means if there is no fire in the firebox, it will pull the warm air out of the

room. The loss of warm air is avoided by the smokeshelf and damper.

280
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FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Materials and Tools

firebox built in previous section

mortar

common brick

1. Build a false wall on the back side of the firebox to take the place of

the fireplace wall. Then build a smokeshelf.

..

ty

1.
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Post
A m t

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL'STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE,. PLACE A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. The smokeshelf is placed between the rear fireplaceAell and theme back

wall of the'firebox.

2. The smokeshelf aids in the continuous circulation of air within the flue.

, 2. The smokeshelf connects the rear wall of the fireplace to the side wall

of the firebox.

4. The void between the firebox and fireplace wall is filled with tar and

a solution of acetic acid.

5. The smokeshelf and damper prevent warm air from escaping when there is

Lc) fire in the firebox.

6. Warm air rises.

, 262 285
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*Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

1. T

2. T

3. F

4. F

5. T

6. T

c
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FLASHING

r

d

Goal; ,

The student will belable.to install

flashing on a chimn;, and explain the
)

purpose of flashing.,

284

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Job Sheet

and a PO'st Assessment.
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Rudy Guide
In order to'finish this dule,'do the following tasks! Check each item off

as you complete it.

1. ead the Goal and Performance Indicators on the cover of the module.

I; his will .'tell you what you will learn by studying the module, and

jhow you will show you've learned it.

2. Studythe Vocabulary section Vocabulary words are.important.for a

good understanding of the trade. After yOu have studied the vocabulary,

ask your teacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

Study the Information section. This section 41 give you the informa,-

tion you need to understand the subject.

'4, Do theJob Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

5. Take the Pdst Assessment exam. Give the exam to your teacher after

yea have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you. .
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Vocabulary

Trade terms are very important for a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When you have learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

PREFABRICATED- -Made before, or put together before use.
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Supplementary
References

IMAT; Brick and Block Construction. Taylor and Randolph, 1977. pp. 260-262.
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Information

It is important that a bricklayer understand how to flash a chimney properly.

This will insure that no moisture (rain, snow, condensation) will enter the

structure through the hole where the chimney meets the roof line.

Flashing, is made from corrosive-resistant material such as zinc, lead or copper.

Flashing must be installed properly to avoid leaks. This is done by placing

the base flashing on the roof.

I. This piece must extend 3 to 4" up the side of the chimney and .

must extend at least44" onto the roof.

The counter flashing extends down from the chimney and laps over the base flash-

ing. The top of the counter flashing is embedded into the bed joints of the

chimney. Edges of the flashing and counter flashing should be sealed to form

weather-tight joints. (See the illustration at the top-of the following page.)

Unless the flashing is prefabricated, the bricklayer must cut and shape the sheet

metal to form flashing anchcounter flashing. Flashing is usually installed in

this manner:

I. The base dashing is cut (unless p fabricated) and bent at a

90-degree angle so that it will extend up the side of the...chimney

3 to 4" and onto the roof 4 to 8".

2. It is placed around the entire chimney.

3. The base flashing is bonded to the roof with nails and a-

specified adhesive.

4. After the base flashing is in place, the counter flashing is

installed.

5. First the counter flashing for the front of the chimney is

placed. It is bent the same manner as the base flashing.

It extends from a bed joint above the base flashing and over it.

238-
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6. Masonry units are laid on top of the counter flashing.

7. Next, the front corners of the. chimney are covered with counter

flashing; then the sides, and finally the back.

To shape corners on the counter flashing, a."V" is cut on the bed joint side.

This will allow the counter flashing to bed around the corner without buckling.

DENO
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On the sides of the chithney it may be necessary to use several pieces of counter

flashing. These pieces are called "shingles." These shingles can all be cut to

the proper size by doing the following:

1. Draw an outline of the chimney.
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Included in the drawing should be:

a. the length of the chimney.

b. the height of the base 'lashing.

c. several courses of the chimney.

d. the pitch of the roof.

2. Measure and mark off the shingles on the layout.

ROOF r ITC.- i-k II %A.M.

Start at point 1 (shown in Fig. 3). Measure to point la, which touches the

base flashing. The second shingle is measured from 2 to 2a. Point 2 should

overlap point la at least 2 to 3". Continue this process for the entire length

of the chimney.

Measure each shingle from the point of overlap to the point where that shingle

touches the base flashing. The last shingle is overlappeo by the rear counter

flashing.
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e

Job Sheet

FOLLOWING THi STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTION, DO THE FOLLOWING TASK.

Tools and Materials

flashing (roll)

tin snips

straightedge

1. Layout and flash the chimney built in the previous section. The ro'c has

a 4/12 pitch - -that is, for every 12 inches, it slants up 4 inches.

a

a

2
291
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Post
Ass t

LISTED BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS. IF THE STATEMENT IS TRUE, PLACE,A "T"

IN THE BLANK PROVIDED. IF THE STATEMENT IS FALSE, PLACE AN "F" IN THE BLANK.

1. When flashing is installed properly, moisture penetration will be

prevented.

2. Flashing is made from corrosive-resistant materials.

3. The counter flashing is embedded into the bed joints.

4. The base flashing is bonded to the roof with nails and a specified

adhesive.

5. The pieces of counter flashing that cover the sides of the chimney are

called shingles.

6. The last shingle is overlapped by the rear counter flashing.

7. In most cases, water will run uphill.

8. Flashing must be installed properly to avoid leaks.

9. When laying out flashing, the bricklayer should compensate for the curva-

ture of the earth.
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*Instructor
Post Assessment Answers

to

2.

1--------,_

3. T

4. T

5. T

5. T

7, F

. 8. T

9. F

e

&

f
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ARTISTIC MASONRY

Goal:

The student will be able to identify

different types of artistic masonry and

be able to explain the basics of how the

work is done.

294

Performance Indicators:

The student will complete a Self Assess,

ment, a Job Sheet and a Post Assessment.
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Study Guide
In order to finish this module, do the following tasks. , Chet each item off

as you complete it.

1. Read the Goal and Performance IndicatOrs on the cover of the module.

This will tell you what you will learn.by studying the module, and

how you will show you've learned it.

2. Read the Introduction. The Introduction will tell you'why the module

is an important part of the bricklaying trade.

3. Study the Vocabulary section, Vocabulary words are important for a

good understanding of the trade. After you have studied the vocabulary,

Askyourieacher to quiz you on the words and their meanings.

4. Study the Information section. This section will give you the informa-*

tion you need to understand the subject.

5. Take the Self Msessment exam. This is a st for you to prove to your-

self that you have learned the material u have studied. Compare your

answers with the answers'on the Self Assessment Answer Sheet, which is

on the page following the Self Assessment. If you stored poorly,

re-study the Information section or ask your teacher for help.

6.' Do the Job Sheet. Follow the instructions at the top of the Job Sheet.

The tasks listed on the Job Sheet will help you develop skills which

will be helpful to you.

7. Take the Post Assessment eAam. Give the exam to your teacher after

you have completed it. Your teacher will grade it for you.
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Brickwork is limited phly by the imagination of the brjcklayer., Walls' can bet

made to carve; brick can appear to be suspended i n the,air, and"pictutes may

'even be embedded into the brick. This section will explain how some'of this

advanced worlOs done.

a
_

A
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Trade terms are very important or a good understanding of the trade. Study

these words and meanings. When yorn-ave learned them, ask your teacher to

quiz you on the words and their meanings.

BAY--One full curve.

SCRIBE--To draw around.

FLUSH--To lay evenly with.

J

4
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References

Brick and Block Constriction. I.M.A.T. Volume II and III. Taylor and Randolph.

Volume II --pp. 82-146. Vglume III - pp: 3-28. 1976-1977.
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f

A serpentine wall is easily identified by its "S" shape or a series of connect-

ing curves. This type of wall is generally used as a fence or decorative divider.

Because of its shape, a serpentine wall, when constructed properly, will be more

sturdy than a straight wall of the same thickness: On each end of the wall a

pilaster should be built to help steady the wall.

In order to lay out a serpentine wall it is necessary for the bricklayer to

know different types of dimensions. (These are in additii to length and height

dimensions):

a. Center line.

b. Radius point.

c. Radius lines.

1. Arc.

e. Depth.

f. Span.

CENTER LINE

This is,a straight line extending the length of the wall. It marks the center

of the wall and the starting point of each bay.

Radius Pointy
ft,

A radius poini is the center of the circle for the arc. Each bay has its own

radius point. Usually, radius points are uniformly located o.c. (oh center)

_ along the length of the center line.

Radius Line

The radius line is the distance from the radius point to the arc of the bay.

These points are usually the same.
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Arc

The arc is the wall line. To get a continuous wr2.11 line, the arcs are connected

with the radius line. Units are laid flush with the wall line.

Depth

The depth is the distance between the center line and the farthest point. This

is known as the crown.

Span

The span is the distance along the center line from one bay to the next. It.is

used to check the layout of the wall. If the radius lines are all equal, the

span of the bays will be equal.

RADIUS LINE-

KADIus POINT t
DEPTH

OF
WA I-L /

cEKTE-R LA Ne.
CE-fs4ERLi NE ARC-

BP."(

SPAN 1.

LAYOUT

The following procedure can be used to lay out a serpentine wall that has semi-

circular hays with radius points located 8 feet cl.c. along the center line.

I. Locate and mark center line. (See figure below.)
c

POINT A POINT E5

0
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2. Locate and mark the length of the wall points a and b.

3. Measure and mark radius points. Usipg a ruler, mark the radius

pbints on the center Ilne 8 feet o.c.

4. The radius line is a piece of line (string) that has been marked

to the emct distance of the radius. One end is looped around

a nail at the radius point. By stretching the line tight, it

can be used as a compass to mark the arc for the bay.

RADIUS POINT

5. Marking the arc: Holding a heavy duty pencil on the opposite

end of the radius line,smark the first arc. Be sure the pencil

or marker is held straight up and down (vertical). Alternating

from one side of the center line to the other, mark the arcs for

the rest of the length of the wall.

0

The units must be laid flush with these lines. Units should be laid out dry to

establish the bond.

Serpentine Walls must be plumb and level and tc proper course heights. To obtain

proper course height, a story pole or a spacing rule is used. For proper align-

ing, a level and a template are used. The template is a piece of wood (or rigid ,

material) cut to the same arc as the' wall line. Plumb points are used. (See

the illustration on the following page.)

At these points, the bricks are leveled and plumbed. The template is then held

up to the points to align the remainder of.the units. (See the second illustra-

tion on the following page.)
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_ PLUMB point-T-5

It is important that serpentine walls be laid out and built properly to give,the

wall a uniform, flowing effect, instead of a choppy, short-angled effect.

(s:1"-4116

ARCHES
*

Arches can be used for decorative purposes such as windows, tops of walls and

fireplace openings. Arches may also be used for structural purposes, such ds

roofs and bridges.
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Arches have great load-bearing capability. They can hold a great amount of

weight. This is because of the curvature of the arch and the masonry unit.

A solid masonry unit is difficult to crush.. The curvature of the arch cm,-

press'es (forces) the units together, spreading the weight through the whole,

arch.

Arches can be built in many different shapes and sizes. The difference in the

curve of the arch is the difference of the type of arch. Half or semi - circles

are called Roman Arches. Multi-center (more than one center) arches are called

elliptical arches. As the arch or span changes, so does the name.

Parts of an Arch

JI it 11

__Jr

5 0 FFITT"

HAUNCH

ARGHBRtGKS

NE--r 5Fk P R NCAG.P.

1. Crown: The crown of the arch is the highest point of the arch

ring. It is also known as the apex.

2. Arch Brick: Arch brick are the units that make up the arch.

3. Keybricx: The keybricks are the bricks that wedge the arch

brick into a stable position. They are usually laid at the

crown of the arch.
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4. Springer: The springer is the first unit. laid on both ends

of the arch.

5. Soffitt: The soffitt is the surface or face on the inner ring-

6. Haunch: The haunch is the part of the ring between the keybrick

and the end of the arch ring. There is a left and a right haunch.

Layout and Constructing the Arch

After the piers or jams are built for the arch to rest on, a form for the arch

must be built. This form is made from plywood. The form should be the same

size as the distance between the inner jams. The center point is then estab-

lished and marked on the plywood. This is the radius point. A radius line

is then marked and an arc line is drawn onto theplywoOd. This arc is then

cut out of the sheet of plywood.

Place the cutout arc on top of-anothersheet plywood and scribe the arc onto

the second sheet. Then cut out the second arc. These two plywood arcs are

then connected toget er--separated by 2 X 4 studs a little smaller than the

width of the units t be laid.
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Be sure the studs are flush with the top of the plywood.

The brick spacing is then marked out onto the form, using a spacing,rule. The

form is then set between the jams or supporting walls using kickers to hold up

the form. (The kickers are wood studs cut one joint higher (3/8") than the

jams or supporting walls.)

The forms and the kickers should be braced so that they are immobile (can't

be moved). The bricks ur units are then laid with mortar up both sides of'the

form to tne top where the key or wedge bricks are laid. Use no mortar between

form and brick. Be sure to follow spacing mark to avoid having a cut brick on

top.

After the arch has been built, the joints must be too-fetft- If the supporting

walls or jams are sturdy, the forms may be removed after the key bricks are

laid. Because of the weight and curvature of the arch, the units will compress

against each other and support themselves. Care should be taken in tooling joints

in the soffitt to prdvent moving the units.
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INDIVIDUAL:11FL) LEARNING SYSTEMS

.-Self
Assessment

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETJON WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE .THE

LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

1. Serpentine walls are identified by:

a. the "S" shape

-b. the "T" shape

c. the "L" shape

If constructed properly, a serpentine wall is than a straight

wafl

a. just as strong,

b. weaker

c. sturdier

3. The center line:

a. marks the center of the wall

b. is a straight line extending the length of the wall.

c. both a and b

4 The arc is:

a. the wall line

-N b. the distance between the center line and the farthest point

c, both a and b

5. One end of the radius line is:

a. looped aroqnd a nail at the radius point,

b. used for marking the arc.

c. both a and b
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6. To obtain proper coarse height:,., a:

a. spacing ruler is used

b. a story pole is used

c. either a or b

7. A template is made out of:

a. wood

b. rigid material

.c. both a and b
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS
___________

Self- Assessment
Answers

1. a

2. c

3. c

4. a

5. c

6.- c

7. c
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" INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

Job S
.

FOLLOWING THE STEPS OUTLINED IN THE INFORMATION SECTI., DO ONE OF THE

FOLLOWING TASKS.

Materials and Tools

materials and tools used in bond section

brick

ruler

pencils

plywood,2 X 6 lumber

nails

,-). Layout and build a serpentine wall.

or

b. Layout and build an arch.
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INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING SYSTEMS

LISTED BELOW ARE STATEMENTS FOLLOWED BY A NUMBER OF POSSIBLE COMPLETIONS.

SELECT THE COMPLETION WHICH COMPLETES THE STATEMENT CORRECTLY AND PLACE-

THE LETTER IN THE BLANK PROVIDED.

I. The crown is the:

a. lowest poirt of the arch ring

'highest point of the arch ring

c. mid-pdint of the left haunch

2. The keybrick is:

a. a brick shaped like a key

b. a brick that wedges the arch brick into position

c. neither a nor b

3. The center point marked on the plywood for the arch is:

a. radius point

b. the arc

c. both a and b

4. Kickers are

a. plastic blocks

b. wood studs cut to height

c. special shoes

5. After the arch is built, the joints are:

a. removed

b. tooled

c. neither a nor b 310 313



6. After the keybricks are laid:

a. the forms may be removed

b. they should be removed and cleaned

c. more forms are added

7. Care should be taken in tooling joints in the soffitt:

4. to prevent fire by rubbing bricks together

b. to prevent moving the units

c. neither a nor b'
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°instructor
Post Assessment Answers

i ka I V IL. h. 1, " ' Nol'4

, 1. b

2. b

3. a
A

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. b

4
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